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The Smalltalk-BO, a highly unusual Programming language, 
inheriting from the work of Alan Kay and the Dynabook project, 
was developed at Xerox PARC. It was originally conceived as a 
simulation language that would allow anyone to simulate real-
world phenomena without being an experienced 
Smalltalk can do simple things like evaluating an 
programmer. 
arthmetric 
expression and complex things like buliding an environment. It 
features pure unadulterated object-oriented programming. This is 
a revolutionary approach to data abstraction because Smalltalk 
provides a new dimension in which to organize the elements of a 
software The benefits are highly reusable system. . maJor 
software, a truly generic code, and the opportunity to use a 
ptototyping style of software development. 
Although Smalltalk is a powerful and fascinating language, it is 
still not available for personal computers. In 1985, Smalltalk 
came to the microcomputer world. Methods, a software system 
creating Smalltalk programs, was developed for use in personal 
computer by Digitalk Inc. 
This thesis presents the procedure of solving statistical 
problems by building new classes and • using interactive 
applications of Method~~ A hierarchy of classes which represent 
1 
probability distributions will be described and built • 1n it. 
Also, the trilogy, classes for interactive applications, will be. 
applied for the purpose of easily understanding the language 
itself. Then- various kinds of statistical problems will be 









The Software Concepts Group of the Xerox Palo Alto Resaerch 
Center (PARC) has been working on the problem of how to • give 
users access to large amounts of computing power. They have 
concentrated their efforts on the study of software systems 
rather than on the creation of specific hardware packages. Then, 
a software system, called Smalltalk, had been developed. It 
originated in the PARC, beginning more than 10 years ago. During 
the course of research, three major systems were designed, 
implemented, and named for the year in which they were developed. 
The rfirst two were called Smalltalk-72 and Smalltalk-76. The 
be latest . version, the Smalltalk-BO system, was developed to 
adaptable for implementation on a large variety of computers. 
Smalltalk-SO 
The Smalltalk-80 system has grown into a highly sophisticated 
interactive environment. It bridges the gap between human and 
computer problem-solving logic. In traditional . programming 
languages, a small change in a problem can cause a large change 





many languages involve special, often 
skills, and many higher-level 
programming languages are simply high-level abstractions from 
machine logic. But Smalltalk starts with an object-oriented 
3 
. ./ 
model of problem-solving log~c and deals with the machine logic 
internally and automatically. When other languages need guiding 
constructs like "structured programming" to help control the 
complex machine representation, Smalltalk proceeds along more 
natural lines. Moreover, its applications are easy to modify and 
maintain. 
Smalltalk is built around a small, well-defined set of concepts 
that are consistently applied throughout the system. They are: 
Object -- everything • in Smalltalk is an object, which • 18 an 
entity associating a unique data area with a set of access 
methods for that data. An object has enough intelligence about 
its private data to manipulate the data in response to high-level 
messages from other objects. These messages assume no knowledge 





every object • lS an instance of a class. 
the data format and methods for all of the 
A class 
objects. 
are hierarchically linked • in a superclass/subclasg 
relationship. A subclass inherits all of the data and methods of 
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The Smalltalk-BO, a highly unusual Programming language, 
inheriting from the work of Alan Kay and the Dynabook project, 
was developed at Xerox PARC. It was originally conceived as a 
simulation language that would allow anyone to simulate real-
world phenomena without being an experienced 
Smalltalk can do simple things like evaluating an 
programmer. 
arthmetric 
expression and complex things like buliding an environment. It 
features pure unadulterated object-oriented programming. This is 
a revolutionary approach to data abstraction because Smalltalk 
provides a new dimension in which to organize the elements of a 
software system. The 
. 
maJor benefits are highly reusable 
software, a truly generic code, and the opportunity to use a 
prototyping style of software development. 
Although Smalltalk is a powerful and fascinating language, it is 
still not available for personal computers. In 1985, Smalltalk 
came to the microcomputer world. Methods, a software system 
creating Smalltalk programs, was developed for use in personal 
computer by Digitalk Inc. 
This thesis presents the procedure of sol~ing statistical 
problems by building new classes and • using interactive 





probability distributions will be described and built in it. 
Also, the trilogy, classes for interactive applications, will be 
applied for the purpose of easily understanding the language 
itself. Then . various kinds of statistical problems will be 
. 
solved by new classes. 
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The Software Concepts Group of the Xerox Palo Alto Resaerch 
Center (PARC) has been working on the problem of how to give 
users access to large amounts of computing power. They have 
concentrated their efforts on the study of software systems 
rather than on the creation of specific hardware packages. Then, 
a software system, called Smalltalk, had been developed. It 
originated in the PARC, beginning more than 10 years ago. During 
the course of research, three major systems were designed, 
implemented, and named for the year in which they were developed. 
The first two were called Smalltalk-72 and Smalltalk-76. The 
latest • version, the Smalltalk-SO system, was developed to be 
adaptable for implementation on a large variety of computers. 
Smalltalk-SO 
The Smalltalk-SO system has grown into a highly sophisticated 
interactive environment. It bridges the gap between human and 
computer problem-solving logic. In traditional 
. programming 
languages, a small change in a problem can cause a large change 
• in .the program code because they firm bases • in machine 
representation . Besides, many languag~s involve special, often 
• 
particularistic, sets of skills, and many higher-lev~l 
programming languages are simply high-level. abstractions from 




model of problem-solving logic and deals with the machine logic 
internally and automatically. When other languages need guiding 
constructs like "structured programming" to help control the 
complex machine representation, Smalltalk proceeds along more 
natural lines. Moreover, its applications are easy to modify and. 
maintain. 
Smalltalk is built around a small, well-defined set of concepts 
, 
that are consistently applied throughout the system. They are: 
Object -- everything in Smalltalk is an object, which • 1s an 
entity associating a unique data area with a set of access 
methods for that data. An object has enough intelligence about 
its private data to manipulate the data in response to high-level 
messages from other objects. These messages assume no knowledge 
of the internal representation of the data or its manipulation 
techniques. 
• 
Class every object is an instance of a class. A class 
describes the data format and methods for all of the objects. 
Classes a superclass/subclass linked hierarchically • 1n are 
relationship. A subclass inherits all of the data and methods of 









Method a class contains a description of all of the different 
operations that it can perform. Each is referred to a public 
name, called a selector. When a method is invoked, the caller 
knows nothing 1about the internal implementation of that method. 
Message Objects communicate via messages, which consist of 
untyped parameters and selecto~s that separate the parameters and 
identify the method desired. Messages minimize the level of 






lS used to develop Smalltalk programs so as to 




employs windows, pop-up menus, and an optional mouse in order to 
simplify computer usage. The Methods package was developed for 
IBM PCs under the name of MS-DOS by Digitalk Inc, Los Angles, CA, 
1985. Although Methods is not a "real" Smalltalk-SO system, it 
is compatible with the Smalltalk system and has captured its 
sprit. The Methods package, containing two diskettes, does need 
a 512k bytes memory and a 8087 co-processor in the microcomputer 
to run it. To load Methods, put the Image diskette in drive A 
(current drive) and put the Source diskette in drive B. 






The function keys of Methods is shown in Figure 1.1. 
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c11cle cycle 
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2. THE PROBLEM 
It has been stated, "You don't have to eat the whole ox to kn
ow 
that the meat 
. 
18 tough." This statement 
• 1S one way of 
, 
paraphrasing what the science.of statistics is all about. As y
ou 
can see, the statisical problems are all around the hum
an 
environment. Today the statistical problems can be solved
 by 
using with the microcomputer. With Smalltalk, some progr
amming 
languages and environments seem obsolete because it is a comple
te 
software -development system, with an editor, compiler, executo
r, 
and debugger- all in a multiwindow environment. Methods does n
ot 
require a linker or a loader and allows the user to do virtual
ly 
anything at anytime. 
Framework 
To create new classes, first define the subclassing relationsh
ip 
of inheritance for its classes. In the Smalltalk system
, a 
subclass specifies that its instances will be the same 
as 
instances of another class, called its superclass, except f
or 
differences that are explicity stated. When a new class
 is 
created, it will always be· a subclass of an existing clas
s. 
Object-, a system class, des·cribes the similarities of all objects 
in the system., so every class will at least be a subclass 
of 
Object. A subclass is in all respects a class and can, therefore, 




,. ' ' 
, 
superclass, each class only has one superclass so that the 
classes form a tree structure. A class has a sequence of classes 
from which it inherits both variables and methods. This sequence 
begins with its superclass and continues with its superclass's 
superclass, and so on. The inheritance chain continues through 
the superclass relationship until Object is encountered • 
• 
Now, define a new class called ProbabilityDistribution whose 
superclass . 1S Stream. 'The two types of probability 
distributions, discrete and continuous, are specified as 
subclasses of the class ProbabilityDistribution. In the class 
DiscreteProbability, there are five distributions defined and 
named Hyperometric, Bernoulli, Binomial, Geometric, and Poisson. 
The four continuous prqbability distributions are defined as 
subclasses of ContinuousProbability and named Uniform, 
Exponential, Gamma, and Normal. The class Random is also defined 
in order to generate random numbers. 
classes is depicted in Figure 2.1 . 
• 
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Class ProbabilityDistribution 
Class ProbabilityDistribution for probability 
distributions 
provides protocol for obtaining one or more random samplings from 
the distribution and for computing the density and cumulative 
distribution functions. 
The implementation of clas,s ProbabilityDistribution is on page 
11. 
Class Random 
Class Random is a random number generator and provides a simple 
way of obtaining a sequence of random numbers that will be 
. 
uniformly distributed over the interval between, 
including, 0.0 and 1.0. 
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created, it will always be a subclass of an existing class. 
Object, a system class, describes the similarities of all objects 
in the system, so every class will at least be a subclass of 
Object. A subclass is in all respects a class and can, therefore, 
have a subclass itself. Although many classes may share the same 
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superclass, each class only has one superclass so that the 
classes form a tree structure. A class has a sequence of classes 
from which it inherits both variables and methods. This sequence 
begins with its superclass and continues with its superclass's 
supercla~s~ and so on. The inheritance chain continues through 
the superclass relationship until Object is encountered. 
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distributions, discrete and continuous, are specified as 
subclasses of the class ProbabilityDistribution. In the class 
DiscreteProbability, there are five distributions defined and 
named Hyperometric, Bernoulli, Binomial, Geometric, and Poisson. 
The four continuous probability distributions are defined as 
subclasses of ContinuousProbability and named Uniform, 
Exponential, Gamma, and Normal. The class Random is also defined 
in order to generate random numbers. 
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Class ProbabilityDistribution 
Class ProbabilityDistribution for probability distributions 
provides protocol for obtaining one or more random samplings from 
the distribution and for computing the density and cumulative 
distribution functions • 
' 




Class Random is a random number generator and provides a simple 
way of obtaining a sequence of random numbers that will be 
uniformly distributed over the interval between, 
including, 0.0 and 1.0. 


















Cl ass metr,ods 
initialize 
11 Un i f or m 1 y d i st r i b L\ t e d r a ri d om n Ll m b er s 1 n t h e r- an g e I (> , l J • 11 
U := Random new 
new 
·····self basi cNew 
Instance ,nethods 
comp Ll t e Sam p l e : IT\ CJ l.l t O f ~ 11 
nL1mber of ways one 11 Comp Lt t e the 
size m.from 
m > n i f Tr Lt e : 
..... n factot-ic:il 
a set of ,-.. 1· 7 e· n 11 ::} - It 
[ ,', .-\ .-) J 
• • J._, a l._ ·- 11 
I , (n -·- rn) f .:::1.c t: or i .:1 l 
" ..... 
11 T 1-. J. c: J. ~ t· '- e rj = r·· c:. J. t , ' .r. L I n c + J. c1 ,.., " J I . _, .. ::::, . I I _ C I - .. ;i I . .. , -· •. .. I 1. n 
- e ] f s· L 1 t - 1 a.- .- R· e c: p on c: 1· b ·1· 1 1· i- ' 1 ~ • • , • \ _J f._ • ,... =• ;::- ,.:, I ..J • • _ ."f· 
d i st r i b Lt t i C) n ~ a Co 1 1 E· c t. i c:in 
11 T h 1· s 1· ,-· t ·~ e c- Lt rn , 1 ·1 '"l 4·· J. ' 1 E=:. :::· \.,Ii - ....... c.~ ... ..,. .. d ]. ,... t ,,.. J. i- Ll t ; r--1... ·f I t r.., c· t .; r .. 1 n .. ~-::-, •. ..J ~-.... • I - , _ .1.-. 1. 
of contiguous val.ues of +· J... C.C t·- ~ n d O ,-,, •, ' - ,r 1· ""'I b 1 ,-,;, ,_, I c ·:::>. 111 v ci1 . c:, .• ,:_ u 
mat. hPm ··· t· .. 1 ·-· =i ·1 J ·, ,~ he ;;1.r-,c.:, :;\ 
-..... - I ci ... l.. C. -'· . )" .- \- -- < .. I I ri ·-I (:::,1r· + 1-- e ;p· t-· :1b ... '1·, 1 ] ] +· \/ ... . L1 ... '-· t I \.... cf. ·- .,. . . . .... .r 
i 11ter\.1al" 11 
'f 1 Fi ···,·+ c:eJ .. c:Ltbc =-)C.:r-.:. ,=cc::rJrl("". c:: 1 [j: ·I · J \/ 
_; . _., -· . '-· ... , _, \ ..,_ -·' r -- I _.,. • J. "· • ,._ 1 
1. n· ' ; - t- ,:·· r; D 1· ·= t t·- 'L b I I J.. .L· 1-1 r1 • ' .. • I '" l::= :.:> ::;_ -J - • - . I_ . ·- I • u ,·\ 
C: e 1 .f C-~ I i )-; T- 1 -, C: C: r:;, r.::, C: r-· /'') r··, C: ·i r·) 1· ] -i t· \ ! 
--· - I -··· ................ J. a --· -··· r·J... ._ .. -·· t·; .__ I ·-' -· I,. • • .,. ... ,"! 
n e '.' ·i-: 
-'"·"-
-r j··· P .. , I,.. r-1 I l /T0' E• 1-· ·t· ., <'."' I'-· C\ :;J- I. I . .i •. :::• 
-rr-, E• d i S t ,- i tl Ll t i C) n 
c L.l r· \' e w i t h i n t h e 
t.":\ C . I .. t:'; -, r· =i r' g .... 
., -·· 
'·-• • ...J 
. f . J ,:::; ··p-·1 1 
··-· ~..1 .... c_ .1. "· e c. 
11 T i-, i ~. J c:. a. c;.1 e. ri er· a 1 r· -:::\ r"i cl c::i in r-, u. rn b r::• ,,.. g s~ r1 e i-··· i:l. t i c::i r·, in E~ t l .. i ci c! f c::i r· c:1. r-1 ·-:,.- 1:J 1·- CJ b c:1. t 1 i J. i t ··,r 
law; Llse the (0,1) uniformly distr .. ibute random variable LJ as the value of 
t h ::.i ] • ~ ,-· d J. c:: t .,.. J. '-1 1 1 +· .; ,-··· n J:. L ; , ... c .. t .. , ,, r·i r_J b. t c1 i ri t. 1-·, e n e :-: t r- i::'"t n d CJ rr, \/ a l LI e a. n cf t !-1 e r1 - e . a l,-J ::::- .. -·' ' . L.! -·' ~- .I. ~, I I ., I .. . .. , . ., • 
s o l v· e f o r- t h 1::.~ i r1 v e t- ·;; e • T l··i e 1 r, \/ et"- 1:; 0? ~.; C) 1 Ll i.: i o ,. .. , i s .cl E: f i r1 fc? d .J::i :l t h E? !5 Lt 1:J c: 1 -::."\ ·::; :,:: .• , 11 
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poo1Dictionar:i.es~ ~ ~ 
Cl c:\!.:;s 1netl1ods 
new 
·''self basicNew setSeed 
Insta11ce mett1ods 
-:."l.t E r·i d 
·····false 
l'l <"'..l '·' t '\.:. t •, ' 
: ·temp: 
• 
" L_ 1:.0 h me 1r· ' s ]: i n ear C On g r· Ll en t i a 1 IT! e t.11 0 d 
odd, and 5 =a\\ 8, c 13849 odd, 
[seed := 1.3849 + (27181 * seed) 
bitAnd: Br-177777. 




:= seed /65536.(}. 
= OJ whileTrue:[J. 
modLll LlS 
and elm 
m = 2 raisedTo: 16, a= 
a p p r d >: i mat e 1 y <) • 2 1 1 3 2 11 
-i.' .. ~ . ' - .~"' 
27181 
11 For pseLtdc:1 .. ···r- and om c:.eed, get a ti me ft-om the S).1stem 
p as i t i '.' f:? i n t e g er- ; j Lt st Ll s e t h e 1 owe t- 1 6 b i t s • 11 
c:.~ed ~= Time millisecondClockValue bitAnd: Br-177777 





Because class DiscreteProbability and class ContinuousProbability 
are subclasses of the class ProbabilityDistribution, each 
provides implementation of the cumulative distribution function 
which depends on the density function. 
be provided in each subclass. 
The density function will 
The implementation of class DiscreteProbability is on page 14-15. 
Class ContinuousProbability 
The implementation of class ContinuousProbability is on page 16. 
13 
ProbabilityDistribution subclass: #DiscreteProbability 
instanceVariableNames: 










11 An,~->wer- the sL.tm of the discrete val Ltes of the density f Lt net ion for each 
element 1n the collection. 11 
It I I I 
·t • - .-, () 
a - l .. • II • .. U 
frornTo := aCollection. 
aColli=>cti(Jn dcJ: [: i t 
····. c:: L.l rn Ll 1 a t i CJ n : ::: t 
t-epr,rt 





t o JJ F' an P : = 
J.c:i.bel: self class name~, 
model:: self; 
mir1imL1mSize: 6(>@9; 
y O Ltt-· ·5 f.-? 1 f • 
+· o , ... c:, "' r- -·:. a c::l cl c~ L l b p -· 1- e • 
-· . .J 1 c:, I t;:_ • • , •• J • c:\ I . a 
< 1- e :-: t F' a n i:? n i-"l ~';I 
rnc) 1 .. Jo] u ,-c.J f u I -· \. •••• A ..:.;~--;- • , 
11a1T1t?: #t-E•port it; 
framingBlock: [ :box box]). 
topPane dispatcher open srheduleWindow 
,,.. P 1··i o r i- _c c· ,,.. Tl 
, ...... -' _.,JI 
i ) J • 
11 Tr·, i f:. r- e p c:J 1,.. t f 1J n c t i c, n on J. y f or- B i n on-, i a 1 , an d F' o i s !::-on d i st. r- i b LI t i on 11 
:repur-tStr-eam bi=>ginning end: 
r· e p c, r t :i t t- E~ a !Ti : = ~..J r- i t e f:; t r- e am c, n : ( S t r- :i. n g n e w : 1 (i ) • 
r· f:? p o t ... t ::::: t t- r::~ .3 rn c ,.- • 
I r., ' 
c:! . .J .. ..11 , ...... ) \.,, l;;,, .;::1• i I I,.. ·~ ,- r- ~· . - -· ,- ,.- -·, -. 'n 
,,.. or- r-,r·-l- c:· j_ r·· r.::. ::-, IT 
I ·-·· !'.J .... .. .. ,_J L -·· ,:;t. I 
1.- r.:• r-i o· r- +- c:: t r- e a rn 
... 1·- ... ·-J ••. ... ·- I , 
t C:, -c:,·-,1 - ·,Tr-,-.:=,:~ t LI ... or ..... _1 ........ m 
, .... e r· Cl r· t c; t r E:.. a rn 
-,.!... .,... . .. I. 
I ... j.7.l' I ~- F=· L' -1- H'... ] 'I • i -- /0 \ \,, \ .... , ,J, II 
'\ I ,,1 ' - A t ,-· t"1'1 n e ,., . r Lt f-l ~ .L • 
r- ,,.. " 
.... I !I ( .. r· • n 
r- e '·'. ·t- 1::, t t ·t "i 1 .]. • 
. I , -. - 1 .. f- ,L , n 
n e ::< t F' L.t t A 1 l : 
r·· t·- • 
- ~ 
r- I'"" . 
-· . 
' 1"'1 P ..... , .. , 
-· n 1 
(·:;;elf 
- :, u 
-··· !I 
·n e ·.:i r- ··, i c:. I I I 
'~Ja.t- i c\nce :::: ' : 
,' 
( !:"::-e 1 f ·v c:l.r i .::1r1 c e) pt·· i n t St r- in g. 
n e ;< t. F=· L.l t (-:i J. l : 
n e :< t F' Lt t A 1 l : 
'Staridard Deviation='; 
(self standardDeviation) pr- i ntStr i ng. 
1·-ep cJr t t3t r E:am 
.. ... . .. 'l" C:· t. . 'l r- E-:: 1 ..1 cJ r .. ,_, r E: a rn 
Cr • -·t-, t._ II 
n e :-: t F' L.t t A 1 J. : 
tF- t"' 1 r·1 e .. , · ··1 , 1 • L • . - . ,·, ·- _, .. 1-·I • • • 
I- e·· .. t F~:·t 1 ·t ·'°:. J J • I • ,, • .., J·, . . a 
n e >: t F' Ll t ~~ 1 J. : 
'The probability that the 
;< t t1 p r i n ·t St t- i n g ; 
. , 
l c· . • 
..:, !I 
aDensity print.String. 
r-eportStream er-; er. 
beginning := fromTo first. 
or1(·j ·- fr·c~mTr J.-.rt i.;;:,:; , n '''"' ,,J ,,.J , (:\,::), II 
repor-tStream nextPutAll: 
ne:-: tF'LttAl 1: 
'The cumulative probability 
beginning printString; 
nextPutAll: , to'; 
• 
nextPutAll: end printString; 




11 e :< t f=· L.l t ,; 1 1 : 
n e :·( t F' t..\ t A 1 l : 
-~reportStream contents 











F'robabilityDistribution subclass: #ContinuousProbability 
instanceVar·iableNames= 
C] "\C" c lJ-,r· ·1· "\t) l ,'..'.)N- fl)C.:lc· .. • f: ,,::, ... :• C:'.\ , , {:'"'. , I;.,, cl C, ::::, II 




" ·r 11 i s 1n e t 1··'i c> d i n v o I< E· s-> t : 1 e 
collection does not have 
-~self distri.bLltion~romTo: 
message distributionFromTo: to improve that the 
to ccJ11·tc.1.in nLtrnerically-ordered elements." 
Canlnterval asArray) 
distribLltionFromTo: aCollection 
" ·r h i s. i <:::. a s. l c:) w t i-- a p E.' :z o i (j a l i n t e g i-- a t i C) n t o d et e r- m i n e t h e a r- e a Lt n d er 
the probability function cui--ve y=density(x) for x in the specified 
coJ.lectinn. The me·thod assumes that the collection contain~ 
n u. rn r.::. r· :i. c: .:::'\ 1 l 1 y - o , ... d e t"' f'~ d 1=, l E· m e n t s " 11 
' '!-· I •• .,., c +· r .. E' : . , "n (:;\ \:..} \., -·' C\ I i ',,,'/ ·1j ,'\.&... l . 
t • :::: ('\ (i a ·-• It ·~· •• 
aStrean1 := ReadStream on: aCollection. 
x2 := aStream n~>:t . 
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In the hyperometric distribution the probability 
given by 
( k) ( n-k) 
function 
f(x) - x a-x 
( n ) 
, 0 < x < Min [k,a], 
a 
where 
n - number of elements in the poulation, 
k - number of successes in the poulation, 
a - sample size, 
x = number of successes. 





• n-a k (1- k ) variance -
n-1 • a • n n • 







,a kn ' 
c 1 ~, ss V ,::\r i ab 1 el\larr1es = ' ' 
pc)o1Dictionaries: '' 
C ] "" c:· c:: ,n c, .~. l··l o c~ ,:· 
. c:, _:; ::; <;;; \.. .I ••• ) 
. 
#Hypergeometric 
events: nn samples: aa successes: ~ ~ . . ,' . . •, ', 
aa > r111 
,-,1,·: '' -,= 
' 
ifTrue: [self error: 'number of random sample must 
/·. self new events: nn samples: aa sucresses: kK 
b .. e -: .. events']. 
I n ~:; t a 11 c e met r1 o d s 
and: ( >: > n 
if TrLte: 
if False: 
> k J) 
,.....,,,,-·r-t~· i:::: . .,. f;,.:·.' I ::::. n 




k • -·-• ·-
me c:-i. r-1 
.. · ... ;:l. * k 
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( C:.£~ 1 f 
(self 
n n £.=, c."'I rn p 1 t::- ~- : 
n ,-, t t- Lt r, ,- a t P d • 
c:l 3 t. t-· Lt n C -:::I. t e d • 
k k · t r- Lt n c at f:? d 
' / fi 
\/ar J. ,3.nce 
A(n - a) *a* k * 
( r, ·-- l ). / n / r, 
compL.tt eSamp le: 
compLtteSamp le: 
c: cJ m r, Lt t E:' f.) am r.l J. e ~ 
comr.J1.JteSamp 1 e: 
c~ om p l..t t E) ;::;; a rn r.i l e : 
c ompLtt eSarr,p 1 e: 
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' •, .' I 
:-: OL.l t Of : 
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;.; OLttOf: 
<a - '-'J' 
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Class Bernoulli 
A Bernoulli trial is a probabilistic experiment which can have 
one of two outcomes: success(x = 1) or failure(x = O). In both 
cases, the probability of success is prob. Refer to prob as the 
Bernoulli probability parameter. 
The probability function for the Bernoulli distribution is 
f(x) 1-prob 
- prob 
The mean and variance are 
mean prob, 
variance= prob (1-prob). 
The class implementation is as follows: 
' 
19 
, X - Q 
, X - 1. 
DiscreteF·robability subclass: #Bernoulli 
~ instanceVariableNames: 
' p ,, .. C:)t) ' 
classVariableNames: '' 
poo1Dictio1-1aries: '' 
Cl .:.:1.ss rnE-.~t.hods 
. 
parameter: aNumber 
(aNumber between: 0.() and: 1.0) 
i f Tr- t.l e : [ ····. s e 1 f r1 e w set F' a r am e ·t er : a N Ltrn b er J 
' . 
• 
i f Fa 1 s e : [ s e 1 f error : ' T l-1 e pr ob ab i l i t y m Lt st be between c) • (> and 1 • (> ' J 
probability: aNumber 
(aNumber between: 0.() and: 1.0) 
1 f T t- 1 •..1. f.~ : [ ····. s e 1 f n e w s e ·t F' at- a rn et er- : a N Lt mt) er J 
1 f F a l s E~ : [ s e J. f er r or : ' 1· 1·1 e p r ob ab i J. i t '>' rn Lt st b e bet ween (l • (i an d 1 • c) ' J 
Ins·tanc:e methods 
d e n "" i t. '/ : :< 
" 1 et 1 d P n o t. e s Ll c c e ·~ c:. 11 
>: ~::: 1. i f 1· Ir- Ll E• ~ [ .···. p r O b ] • 
11 l ~? t (! d e n o ·t e f a i l Ll I'- e 11 
::< ::: ,:) i f Tr- Lt e : [ ···· l • (1 -·- p ,~ ob J • 
f B 11· can onl'.' bP 1 or O' s i::~ 1 f E? r- t- o r· : ' c1 1.J t c r, me s o · a , er- n o 1_t. . 1 1 
:inverseDistribution: x 
11 Deper-1dir1cJ cin the r.::1.r1dom \1ar1able :-:, tr1e ra.ndorn ·5arnple 1~,; 1 or(>, 
d e r, cl t. i n 1:;J s Ll c c: es ':3 o , .. - f a i l Ll I'- e a f t h e Ber 11 a 1_1. 1 l i t r i al • 11 
·· , < === 1·--1 .- c·1 t·1 
''.,; . ••• I • 
' [ .··· l J 
1 ·f ·F· 7:i ] c- e • c:. . . .:::, . " 
'
,., j.".7, ;:.\ 1···, 
·· •··· -· 
··•·. r··1 1,- ... "i 1-·, 
r... l .... . 
' 
,-p·tf~~·-~mE~t 0 1~· aNumber :::Jo .... - - ' f ._ .. I ·- ... i,:_ II 
n 1·- •""l ;. .. , " --· -~ 1·, 11 I r·r· t·1 ~:.; r· 
'
'f \ I• 11 ••••• ,C::, \,I_,, 11 .. -· i"'' -· .... 
-.. 1 ~- , .... 1 ..::i r- f- i:.:i 
... ,.:\ . ..... 1--··-
·~prob * (1.0 - prob) 
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In the binomial distribution the pr~babiliti~s are given by the 
probability function 
f(x) - , X - 0,1,2 •••• n, 
where 
p - probability of success in any trial, 
' 
n - number of trials, 
x = number of successes inn trial. 




standard deviation - (np(l-p))~. 
-· 








Cl ass mett-1ods 
events: nn mean: m 
nn trLtncated <::::: (l ifTrLte: [self er-ror: 
'number of events must be> O'J. 
Aself new events: nn mean: m 
events: nn probability: p 




n r1 t r Lt n c at e d < = (l i f Tr Lt e : [ s e 1 f er- r or : 'number of events must be~ ()' J • • 
Aself new events: nn probability: p 
InstanL:e methods 
densit·1: 
>~ t h : :-- >~ " 
(x between: 0 and: n) 
i f T ;r· Ll e : [ .···- d. Den s i t 'y' 
/ (self 
events: nn mean: m 
nl • ::::: 1- 1- t t- t 11··· c- at E::id 11 1 I -· I -- .. •. •. " 
:= ((self computeSarnple: 
computeSarnple: x outOf: 
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i n s Lt p i=, r- c 1 ass 11 
:-: OLl t Of: 
>~ ) ) 
( ( 1 . (i 
n -· :-: ) J 
n) 
1' ~l :5Lll'" ef i r-· e b L.t t s 1 c1tr.1 inet hod 1 f::. t C) sam~'J 1 e a Bern OLl 11 i· n ti mes. 
r-:1 f.0 r·· n o L.t l 1 i r Pt Lt r· n (l o t·· 1 , t J-, e s Lun w i 1 l b e b et ween <) an d n • 11 
·t· " ····· (, 
,, II ,_.. ._t tl 
I • F- t . . .... '(;"" ··'-.:, i ·- - . 11 n i.. .I. fT I E• .. ::- \ t. f-· f::.' r.:i . • [t ~= t + super next]. 
.···, t 
standardDeviation 
A(n *prob* (1 - prob)) sqrt 
·v .., I"· J -:::. r·i c··· E::.i C:\ ... .-;, .... .. 
Aprob * n * (1 - prob) 
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Class Geometric 
• 
The probability function for the geometric distribution is 
f(x) = p(l-p)x-l , X - 1,2,3, •••• n, 
Where 
x - number of trials, 
p = probability of success in a single trial. 




• (1-p) variance - :2 • p 
The implementation of class Geometric is as follows: 
• 
23 




Cl <-3.SS ,nethr.Jds 
mea11: m 
"Tl1e message ~Jarameter: is implemented in the SLtperclass. 11 
Aself parameter: 1/m 
prc:Jbatlilit.y: p 
"The rnes.:;;age parameter: 1s implemented 1n the SLtperclass. 11 
Aself parameter: p 
I nstarice rnet.riods 
cler1si t y: 
;-~ t ~1 : :::: " ,. • ., a 
'·' 
" 
> () ifTt-Lte~ 
i fF·-.::tl se: 
[~'aDensity :=prob* 
[AaDensity := O.OJ 
inverseDistribution: x 
····. ( >: 1 n / ( 1 • <) -- p r c:i b ) 1 n ) c e i 1 i n g 
ill e i,1. r1 
.···· 1. • (l / p ,~ 0 t.J 
~tandardDeviation 
A(1 - prob) sqrt/ prob 
. \,-.-·J :.1···ce • <::t, .. <."c\ I ,. • 
. •.,., ... \ 
. . ! J . I ..... 
\ • , n ·-· 
( ( 1 " () -- pr ob ) raisedTo: 
,, ' 
!{ - 1 ) ] 
' ' .~ ' 
' ... 







The density function for the Poisson distribution is 
1 
f(x) -




, X = 0,1,2, •••• n, 
the number of successes occurring in a given time 
interval, a is the average number of successes occuring in the 
given time interval, and~= 2.71828 ..•.. 
The mean, variance, and standard deviation are 
mean= a (or mu), a> 0, 
. 
variance - a, 
1 
standard deviation - a~ 




DiscreteProbability subclass: #Poisson 
instanceVariableNames: 
'mLl ' fl 
clc='SSVc:,riablel\12,mes: '' 
poo1Dictionaries: '' 
Cl ass metl,ods 
mean: p 
' 1-- ,-· •. ' ' . 1 • ·-- ,-, 
', Yi -
11 p is the average nLtmber of events happening per Ltnit interval. 11 
p > <). (J 
i f Tr L.l e : [ ····. s e 1 f new set Mean : p J 
ifFalse: [self error: 'mean must be greater than O.O'J 
Instance method!:> 
density::-: 
"the probability that 1n a Ltnit inter·val, >: events will occLtr" 
',·', ·t h u ... _. \ ,/ n - ,·,. a 
[/·aDsnsity :·~ < (mu rai~edTo: 
/ :-: ·f actot-i al J 





:p n q: 
p := mu negatPd exp. 




: ==- 1 u () u 
:= q * 
>·= p J 
LI ne:-:t. 
1_ .. JhileTru.E.1 : [n := n + 1] . 
. ····n 
,.::: = ~- ,vi, "" - r·· • r.· 
-·C -... 1 ~ ci I a • ..I 
1nt.1. : ::: p 
ct~r·d~r--1-LlE~'':L~tJ·c·n 
........ c:,l.c;,. i.. ..... <:;\ •• ) 
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This uniform is defined as a continuous probability distribution. 
Its class extends the capability of class Random by generating a 
random variable within any interval as a response to the message 
"next". 
The implementation of class Uniform is on page 
Class Exponential 
The continuous random variable x has an exponential distribution. 
Its density function i~ given by 
X 
a 
f(x) - _e __ 
a 
- 0 
where a> 0. 
The mean, variance, and variance are 
mean= a, 
• 2 
variance - a, 
standard deviation a. 
' 
, X ) 0 
, elsewhere, 
The implementation of class Exponential is on page 
27 
ContinuousProbability subclass: ijLJniform 
instanceVariableNames: 
'beginNumber endNumber ' 
c::lassVa1r:i.t°":\bl.t:~Name-:1s: '' 
poo1Dictionaries: '' 
Cl ass rnethods 
from: begin to: end 
IJegin > end 
i f Tr- LI e : [ s e 1 f er r or : ' i l l e g a 1 i n t er v a l ' J 
ifFalse: [·····self new setBegin: begin toEnd: 
Instance methods 
densit,,1: :-: 
Cx between: beginNumber- and: endNumber-) 
i f Tr LI e : [ ..... 1 • (J / ( en d r~ LI m b er - b e g i n N Lt m b er- ) J 




" >: i ~- a r· an d om n Limb er b et ween (> an d 1 1· 1 
AbeginNumber + (x * (endNumber - beginNumber)) 
mean 
-~cbeginNurnber + endNL1mber) 
~etBegin: begin toEnd: end 
beginNL1n1ber := begin. 
endNumber := end 
-...,1ar 1 ance 
.I ':-1 J-
A(endNumber - beginNumber) squared/ 12 
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ContinuousProbability subclass: #Exponential 
instanceVariableNames: 
, ffiLl , 
classVariableNames: 
porJlDictior1ar·ies: , , 
Cl ass methods> 
,nean: a 
~'self parameter: 1.0 ,, 
parameter: p 
P ···. () (") ,•' • .. A -
a 
if l .. l'"Lte: 
ifFalse: 
[·'··=elf new setParameter: pJ 
[::,elf er·ror: 
• 
,The probability parameter mLt~::-t be r;,ireater· thc:1n (i. (l, J 
I nstc.=r.nce mett1oc:i·;:; 
d e r1 s i t \' : >: , 
•·.. (· ( 
,.· ._! •. ) 
i fTrL1.e:: [ ····. in L.t * 
C" ·t' .::> ,,. t ::> . ._:;\ I -
5 t C:1 p < :::= () • (:, 
i ·f Tr Ll e : [ .···. (l a (i J 
l. + F :::. 1 c:: e • [ ····. J Ci. I"•••"• -••'•-ft •• .u .. 
( fTtll * 
+· -i. 
'-· L II 
{-r.·1 * 
·. I." L, ., ,::: ·t r.. -, ·. ... , • .. .!~ .. } •·1 - Cl . ..., .J.. ·:i ·-I ::i ·• ' j"i i t':;f :;.. C\ L l= I...; t:; t' •. •• 
( => t a. r· t > () . () 
inverseDistribution: 
·~:< ln negated/ mLt 
mE::>an 
•• · .. ·1 (-., ·/ 
.,. " ... , ..- fn 1...t 
,.,.,,, ·-- ~-
,ii \ ..... ' ' 
.... " i--·· 
-:.-: t a1·· -l :::i ··- d ... 1.1E:l\/ ·, - ·I·· 1· or 
..J.· f L, ·-·' £ "' - \' .a. c.i. ··-. I 
• ·,. •I () I 
.l • .• I i11 Ll 
,,. "'r 1 ar1 < ... ,_. . :. .,., ,, .... . 
-~··. ... {") ./ 
.l. • ·- .. ( ·ii· , rn Lt ;,. i1l l...1.) 
i + ·rr 1 ... te: [ '--= r.::, ] f , .. , ·1· c:: +· .,.. ; c., l l t ·1· C• n " 
... ,' -..., • , \,. • , ••-' \., I ..1, I.,,• .. ., . , .... If 
...... ,.. ·- r· +· J ::::- L ,::.1. ._ . 
l. ( · 1:::· ... ·1 . . • 'T . .-·\ c: .. r.., 
• I .... _,.i;,:, U 
f' .··) (· "j l "I 
r .. \_ q ._.J .. , : • .J 




F- -•·7 . ,=-_. • 
• 
Class Gamma 
The continuous random variable x has a gamma distribution. Then 
its density function is given by 
X k-1 '8" 
f ( X) - _X __ k (-~----1 )-!-
a 
- 0, 
where k > 0 and a> 0. 
, X ) 0 
, elsewhere, 






standard deviation - ak 2 • 
The implementation of class Gamma is on page 31. 
Class Normal 
The probability function for the normal distribution is 
f(x) - e 
1 x-a )2 2C h 
1 
b(2l:) 2 
, - oO < X < +oo , 
• 
where bis the standard deviation and a is the mean, and where 
,C,.= 3.14159 .... and e - 2.71828 ••.•. The variance of normal 
distribution is b • 















Cl ass metl·1odis 
events: k mean: m 
I y I l I 
y 
y 
: ~-= k trt.1ncated. 
> <) 
i f T r Lt e : [ .,-.. ( s. e 1 f p a r· a m e t e r· : 
ifFalse: [-=.elf err-or: 
' the r1 L.trrit) e,,.. 
events: k parameter: p 
I y I 
I I 
y := ~~ trt.1nca·ted. 
y > (l 
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AsPlf cumpLtteSample: t outOf: t 
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tria.n (l' J 
than () ~ J 
ContinuousProbability subclass: #Normal 
ir1star1ceVariableNames: 
~ . , 
· m , 1 i:- ·1 g m .., 
·~· -"=>.. . ~-\ 
classVarj.ableNames: 
poolI)ict.:i.c)rlat···ies: '' 
mean: a deviation: b 
> t () n () 




a st.andardDevi~tion: bJ new setl'1ean: 
er-,,· or: 
'standard deviation must be greater than O.O'J 
Instar,cE• 1T:ethods 
r~ e ,... ·- ., t ' ' n " 
_J ... I ~-.. J, . y n .··\ 
: t ~>-JoF' i t : 
t ..... 
... 1/·JC) r·' 1 := 2 * 3.1415926536. 
t n -- -., u - " I • mt.1 1 s1 gma .• 
* t squared) exp/ (si grna * twoF'i ' .-\ r.::-l ---· ! .J ' · .. • n \ 
rri t~ a. n 
····m.u. 
nE-"+-,J • 
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3. INTERACTIVE APPLICATIONS 
There is no problem with the Methods' user interface, but the 
language itself is challenging. The user-initial sessions with 
Methods may be frustrating because the user is probably a victim 
of his/her own training and experience, which all gear towards 
"traditional" programming and techniques. Using Methods, of 
course, the user has to know the Methods building blocks 
Smalltalk classes and methods - for capabilites to use in the 
programs. Although classes and methods are described in the 
manual and also in the Smalltalk source code, the user will be 
spending most of the time browsing through it. A better way is to 
use the Methods' window technology to write an interactive 
application which allows the user to easily understand how the 
language runs and how the problems are solved. 
Trilogy 
In Methods, a window typically involves three major kinds of 
classes: the application classes which synchronize panes, the 
Pane classes which are displayed on the screen, and the 
Dispatcher classes which process keyboard and mouse inputs. The 
three kinds of classes working together are called the trilogy. 
The application class is also referred to as the model class. It 
has to be written for each new application, although, the user 
can use an existing model as a template. The Pane and Dispatcher 
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classes and their subclasses are complete building blocks in the 
system, and the user rarely needs to modify them. 
f 
Class ProbabilityDistributionList 
Define two new classes called ProbabilityDistributionList and 
ProbabilityDistributionExample to create the interactive 
application. The purpose of class ProbabilityDistributionList is 
to open a file in whi~h statistical problems can be filed as 
examples. 
The class ProbabilityDistributionList definition is on page 35. 
Class ProbabilityDistributionExample 
After the class ProbabilityDistributionList is created, apply the 
trilogy to construct an interactive user interface. Now, define 
an application model class with the name 
ProbabilityDistributionExample whose relationship to the trilogy 
is depicted in Figure 3.1 (page 36). 





" ,I ; 
... 
Object subclass: #ProbabilityDistributionList 
instanceVariableNames: 
'file dictionary ' 
classVariableNames: 
'Delimiter AllLists FileName' 
poo1Dictionaries: 
Class methods 
adclL.i st: aSymbol 




I f · ] I 
I l . e; 
Delimiter := 10 asCharacter. 
FileName := F'rompter 
pl-r·,mi::,t: 
d E• f .:::1. Ll l t: : 
· ·' ,.- r·1 ·7 ) •• ·,, ,. 'C b 1-·]·tI , ·.... .. c.l , ... J. . J. . y di~tribL1tion list file 
• 
F i 1 r.c? r-J Elm e i ',c. r-.1 i J. i f T t-· Lt e ~ L ···. ~~; e 1 f J • 
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ad cl : a r-1 Ar· 1·- E.:i \/ 
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f i 1 e. SE•t ·r, d:::nd. 
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ClOSP 
' r-1 .... 11 l...1 I...J ti 
r • ·1 .l 
-v· J · r:::, c- c, c:. E·• 1,,1,- ••• ---·· 
na.mes 
·····di c:t.i c:inat-·/ 
open 
... c· .. , 1· ! 11 "",I' • C:, ; r• I 
.•. u,J.i.:::J.t..i 
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anArray := Array new: 40. 
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Object subclass: #ProbabilityDistributicnExample 
instanceVariableNames: 
... • 
,browsedExamples selectedProbabilityDistribution selectedE:<ample 
newEntl'"y' 
classVar·iableNames: , , 
paa1Dictianaries: ,, 
Instance methods 
accept: source from: dispatcher 
11 Save a p r- ob ab i l i t 'y' d i st r- i b Lt t i on J. :i. st er, t I'" y w 1-·, i c: h 1 c::. e i t h er- m CJ d i f i e d or 
newly Cl'"eate,j II 
:bocly anAr-rc:l'/: 
body:= ReadStrearn on: source. 
anArr-ay := Ar-ray 11Pw: 4(1. 
1 t o : 4 (l d o ~ [ : i n d e :: 
b o d ,.,, a t. E n d i f T I"' Lt e : [ 
' 
i n cl e :,-: : = 4 <) ] • 
anArray at: index 
. . 
p Lt t : ( b o d y n E:-? >: t L_ i n e ) J • 
selectedF'robabilityDistrj.bution add: 
·····tr· Lte 
add E;-: arnp 1 E· 
11 Ad cl a n P ~·J e :: a /Tr p J. e i r, t. c; t h e s e 1 e c t e c:1 
. " 
~electedExarnple := n11w 
E -t~\ ···- t 0-·t~ new _.r1 , ..' • ·- .. t.. .:.:'. 
1 + h ·-J d • # f:.J • •. : -! ffl r-··1 l t'~ C a s e . c a n g t:_ • __ .... c·. .. . ..• _., , 
c~1anged: #messages; 
r,--- ... - . "\l b ' . l. t , .. , I LI -::l LJ l . . .I. • 
' ' 
-h~n~-d· #mccc:::1,-qPc 1~ith: #homeCursor L. I IC."\ ~.::t ~ u t\. .. .- • ....r ·- ·- - ~ v· 
P'-' :=-mp 1 e· c: 
- I \ ,;:;:\ t • -• ••••" 
d ·i· c::trJ' h 1 1tJ· c·,r· 
··-··· ·• ., ......... _ ..•• I 1 :i. ':;;. t I I 
11 Ar,-:::; 1rJ er- a J. i st e >'. c.:i. rrq:::, 1 e ·f C) r t: r, e ~-el e ct: e d r.i :-- c:i tl 2:1 t, i J. i t: ·'/ d i ~,- t r- :i. b Lt t i c:i n 11 
-:5 e 1 e r- t e d F' r o IJ cl. b i l j_ t. \! [l i c:. t r- i b !.J t i n r·, = = n i 1 
'· 
'f4" =· [·····-#.{'l] 1 ! r Lt r::: " , .. .. .. 
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e " am D] ec·" :.:. r-;-j- •··· .L· 1···1 q 
-· ,\ I ,. .. - _-:, • ._, ·- ·- I • 
" [I 1· ,... n ] -, -, . l ,... P <::. - ] E.::, C t· e L·-1 l':::, '-" ,::.\ ,.,,, r-·, "1 P " ,c_·= .. =>i-! . C. 7 _J ! _ . .... le:=. - -· . ' -·-''· .... ., :-- ...... 
SPlectedExample := aRtring. 
,... 1.1:. --h- · i=•d· :::-e I .__, clr,g.::.L n # 'Tlec: ,- - C" ----1 .•• -·. ---. ("\ ' , ... , '-· 
...... ·-· - "' ... _ ... , 
ei >: a mp 1 e '.:; r·1 e r1 u. 
11 An w ::;; e t-· t l .. 1 F:1 f:2 ::< ,:;i. mp 1 c0 r.:i -::1 r1 r-.:: in f.-:~ r--: t.!. 11 
·····Me,-,,· 
- I_\. 
l i r·, E? ·:S : ~* ( ) 
c:el ect· c-1,-c:. u 
-J • .J --" 
messac_;ies 
#{ 'IE .. , ) - .. • ,\1- "')i.:. , a C (.. ... ,, c:\fT q::. -· E. 
fT O r" ('" -, g /=' f t:... ::".:· .:-.:• C:\ .. ..:t 
II A C: .( -!-· ,... E" ,. .. e ., c-.:, f" ·I" = ("J' 1-· ' .. ... ·n r ·1 e· r'r S ~•J t' I'- (Tl e 1:::, 1::- a C:I e .. ::- C) T ... I -:! ~:- • • rs. .... .. r:;: ... :::! ,·, ct. I 11.J . . . . .. , 
:anArray aString: 
selectedProbabilityDist.ribLttion == nil 
i f -r r· Lt€·? : [ .. · .. , :• ] • 
newEntry ifTrue~ [newEntry ~= false .. 
••••• , 1=' ,., ;."' ,n , ..) l ,:~ 1·1 ·.:i rr1 ~ ... \ c ... " ·-• I r· . r_, <::. t... 
"e:-~ amp 1 i-• 11 37 
]•. 1··, -i- 1-.. , e· +· e-, '·' t-- r .. ; _._._., 1--·, r.::, 11 
-· l . ·- c. I \ • I" .... , i,:;;;.· 
in t:he !SE~l E1c:tec::I ] . . i II . ]. s : 
messages •.• ,]. 
selectedExample == nil 
i f -r· r LI e ~ [ ····. , , J • 
• 
anArray:= selectedProbabilityDistribution 
reset: selectedExample trirnBlan~~s. 
a S t r· i r1 g ~ = W r-· i t e S t 1-- ea rn o 11 : ( ~> t r i r1 g n e w : 4 (> ) • 
anArray printOnExample: aString. 
AaString contents 
open 
11 Op e r1 a fJ r ob ab i 1 i t y d i st; r i b Lt t i on e >: amp 1 e b r ow s er 11 
: topF·ane: 
F'robabilityDistribution initialize. 
browsedExamples ~= F'robabilityDistributionList 
allLists keys asSortedCollection. 
newEntry := false .. 
topF·ane := TopPane new 
l ab e 1 : , F· r ob ab i l i t y d i -::; t r i b t.t t i on e :-: amp 1 es , . 
topPar,e addSubpane: 
( L i st F' an e r1 e v-J 
) de] • <= E:::.] .r. " me ... n .. .:- ... Y :1 
name: #prnbabilitydistribLttions; 
change~ #probabilitydistributions:; 
f ,,.. am i 11 g B l o c.: k ~ [ : b o :-: : 
box origin extent: 
bo': width// 2 - 1@ 
+- o p i::· -· n "" ••• J "ci 11,.7;! 
(bux height // 5 * 2 )]). 
-::1. d d S Lt b p an e : 
' ' . t ,-. . 1
. 1 , c. · · .. · .=r n r:::. rl e ~-J • .... .lo _.. • ·- • .... MO 
.... _, ·:-:'I 1 . m c._, lJ ,_ . • 
--el t · ':::, - . ~ 
n a rn e : :j:j: e >: a m p 1 e s ; 
change: #examples:; 
menu: #exampleGMenL1; 
f t- ,.::1. m i n ,;~ B l CJ c k : [ : b o :: : 
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( Te>: t F' ar, t::' r, e~'\I 
d 1 .-c::,]..C.n rT,o e. : =·-:.... , , 
name: ~:f:rnes:-sages-;; 
change: #accept:fr-orn:; 
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, ... n" ,-i 1,.. i (::J-:-. · i 1-1 +· ( (l l~! ( b CJ:: t1 e i q_ h t. t..) - ..... ._.. ' I / / 5 * 2 + 1)) 
(-nr··1E~,,... box corner]). 
-·- I • SI 
topPane dispatcher open scheduleWindow 
probabilitydistributions 
] ] t ~ b · t · J · t c! i <:~-t. r i b L.t t. i ar1 1 i st c; 11 11 r'.~1r1 s;. v-J e r a .. . .. ,.. , E: ~l , .... o .. c:t :l 1 . :i. 'l 
····· 1--· ,, .. o ,., ,.- c::. i"l E '·' ..., mp ] 1:• '::i 




11 Di 1:5p 1 a ':r' e}< am~:i 1 e::. of t t·1 e 
a.Stririg 
sel ec::tecj probability distribution in the example 
pa J''J €·? II 
r=)=c·tociE=,.,~m,1~Je ·= niJ. ,:;:- t;;, • ' 'I: .. , ~-..-; .. I' \ ~-;\ .. 1 • • a • 
selectedProbabilityDistribution isNil 




-· • .,.., • •e 
' 
I 
at: aStr-ing ifAbserit: [riiJ.J. 
selectedProbabilityDistribLAtion isNil 
ifFaJ.s.:,e: ["cJpen thf.~ r,ew list'' 
~electedProbabilityDistrj.bution open]. 
self changed: #e:<amples; 
changed: #m=rs~g·~~ c:: .::> .. (;;\ t.. :;:) • 
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The Application 
Before runing the application, add an instance method to the 
class Array as follows: 
printOnExample: aStream 
(RecursiveSet includes: self) 
ifTrue: [ "-self printRecursionOn: aStream]. 
RecursiveSet add: self. 
self do: [ : elementl 
element printOnExample: aStream. 
aS1f.ream er] • 
RecursiveSet remove: self ifabsent: [] 
and an ihstance method to the class String as follows: 
printOnExample: aStream 
self do: [ : character! 
aStream nextPut: character] 
So, the method "message" of class ProbabilityDistributionExample 
will work properly. 
Now, create and modify class ProbabilityDistrib_utionList by doing 






_or _k_ s p_ ~-c ~ -:-.-:-:- _ _ _ _ .. --·-·--::-:-:~ ___ _ ___ -__ -_ -.--:::.... __ _ 
ProbabilityDistributionList initialize. 
ProbabilityDistributionList 












#F'o i ssc)n; 
#Ur1 :if 01,- m; 
# E :-: p on en t. i a l ; 
#Gamma; 




Then give the new file the name "example". 
To start the ProbabilityDistributionExample browser, do the 
following: 
ProbabilityDistributionExample new open 
When the window is opened, add problems to each probability 




,ti ,, .. r,. ~ F,:,•-., ;'·~;'···~:., 
' 
·robabi l i ty distrib'Lttion e:,:amples----- -----·-------------------
BernoLtl l i _________________________ ··-···-·-- ________ E:-: amp 1 e 1 
------------·-·-------------
Binomial 
--- --- - ---- - -----,-.-
E ;-: p on en t i a 1 
C:iamma 
Geometric 
~-1-yper-gec,rnetr i c 
Nc)t'· ma 1 
F'c>i sson 




11 A mar- k et i n g s Lt r v e y i n Sao F' a Lt 1 o shows that a ppr- o :{ i mate 1 'y' 7 (> percent of the 
upper-class shoppers pur-chased their- TV sets in department stores. If a 
r-andom sample of 15 upper--class shoppers is questioned, what is the 
pr-obability that exactly B, and what is the probability that 8 or fewer of 
those questioned purchased their sets from star-es other than department 
stores·?" 
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4 Testing 
In this chapter, the statistical problems will be solved by using 
Methods to test if these new classes work properly. 
• 
Hypergeometric Distribution 
The problem of example 1 is shown in Figure 4.1. 
• 
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To solve this problem, first make a global variable, call 
Probleml, by evaluating (using "do it") the expression (Figure 
4.2) . 
r~robability distribution 
j ~~~?r·r,ci~.ll l i · 
E'>: a rn p 1 es·---------·--- -----·-····--·-·-·------------
1I B 1 r1 cHn 1 c:\ 1 
1 E: ;< p Cl r1 er--, t i a 1 
I !:1 E,1 rr, rn c:\ 
'- t . i t:.1 f:,! 0 (Ti (0 r- 1 C 
1-:-~~·I Y"""""i'--J E'--·-!'--r_'--~'--E,--! c.i--.. rn--c::-.0-:--t_-r--:-i-c-· --------------- --- I 
, Nc:ir rna .L 
I •• ·-· ·-· 
E :-: amp 1 e 1 
IF'c11·~~ci1--1 I 
I ........................... ·-··---···---·-----·----···-······ .. ············-···-------.. --.......... _ .. ____ ··-------· .. ···--···--·--·----·-·-·····----..1---···-·-· .. ···------·------·--------------------
1 E :-: am JJ 1 e :I. 
I II L.. o t. !S C:i f .:1. (l c c:Hn p C'j r1 er, t s e c.-:i. c:: h a r 0::· c a 1 1 e ti a c.~ c e p t a b 1 e i f t h e y c on t a i n 
I thar-1 three defective~. The procedure for sampling the 
I 
1 5 components at random and to reject the lot if a defec 
I 1s the probability that e:-:actly one defective will be f 
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. 'I ,-, ... , 
Next evaluate (using "show i~") the expression; 
will come out as shown in Figure 4.3. 
\ 
then the result 
···F' r ob a b i 1 i t. y' 
Ber- r1 oLt l 1 i 
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The problem and solution of example 1 is in Figure 4.4. 
rF'r· cJb c:"\b i l 1 ·t '/ c1 is t ,,.. 1 b Lt ti cir1 
Ber· n OL.t 11 1 
e :·: amp l es---·--···--·-----·---·---·-·---·---·-------------------, 
B :i. 11 c) ,n 1 c:t J. 
E ;: p o r1 en t i a 1 
Ci c:\ m m E:1. 
[i f::! r ... rn f:? t. 1.... i c 
11--lyp e,, .. g 0:~c:)rr10:~t r· i c 
/ NcJr- me\ 1 
I~~· f"J J. c: c:· 0 1-· 
•.• • -"' •• :> I 
E:-: amp 1 e 1 
-···-·---·-····-········-·-·----···-··-···········--········-··-·-·--··-·---··-·--·-------··--·-·---·------··-··-----·-----·-·-···--··-·---------------------
/ E >: a in 1::> 1 e :l 
I "f;L.tppc)SC::::, i::1t some stc:ige o+ pl a·y1 ng a car-d game, 
· +11 .... st dr-c:l.v·J o-f a C::<:'.'-\1 .... d 1:: .3.n ace." 
SC) J. Ll t. 1 [j r'! ~ 




deter-mine whether or- not the 
l 
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Figure 4.4 
The result of 
Problem2 next 
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Binomial Distribution 
The problem and.: solution of example I is in Figure 4.5. 
'r- ob c\ b i 1 i t. y d i st r i t) Lt t i o n e :-: a m p 1 e s. --·--···-···------·-····-··---··-··-·····-······-···-···-·--······----·-···-····--·-··-···--·--·-·-·---·-·---········---·-··----··---·-·---···-, 
BernoL.r.11 i I E>:arnpl r~ 1 I 
Bi r1omi al ··-- I E::-:ampl E~ '.:? ··--- · 




No,,.. ma 1 
F'oi i:.;sc)n 
-----·· -----··--··-····-···--··-·-···--·······--··-······-·-·······-·-··-···-···-···-··-·······--·--···---··-··---·J·-·-·····----·-····--········--·-··-······--··--·-·-··-···--·-·--·-···--···-··---···-····-····-··--··--··--···········-·-······-·-····---···-· I 
Example 1 c:~1_1.t.·.cl~1ok_-1J·.1e I l 11 Import sale= in 1983 accounted for about 3Cl percent of the U.S. ,, 1, L I m a r k E· t . I f '-/ o u. o b s e r- \1 e d :~(> c a r ::: o r1 ,::1 f r f!! E! ltJ c.-i. ,,., : I 
1 J h t ] d b +_·. t1 f::": r) r·· o b .c:\ b i l i t. ··y' C) f c:i b s:, e r· '-! i n c_··J E~ >'. 2:\ c: t. l \./ 1 (l i rn p C.J r·· t e d c:: €:\ r- ~.; 7' I a • ~l c:\ _ 1/·J Cll. .. l . . - e r !' 
b • l!J h i::i t ~-\J o L.t l d b f!! t t-1 F3 ~) 1'- CJ b i:1 b :i. 1 i t ·y' n f o b s e 1,.. '/ i n g l e ::;; ~.; t 1-1 an 1 (l i m p o r· t C? d c: a r- s .-? 11 • 
Sol Ltt ion:: 
Small ta.l k 
J F' r·· Ci b 1 e rn ~.::. 
· F'1,- ob l err1:~:; 
F'1, .. ob l erri:5 
. ., t . 
C:~ - a # F· r· c) b 1 e en :3 p Lt t : 
N ..... • • ... • ' ... f. . . ] 
• -··· .l l I I OfTI .I. c:\ ... e \ / r:::, 1··· +- <::: " 
-· I -~n 
l 
I 
f{ i n c:Hni c:\ 1 n E·? lrJ I 
::,:-: (l p r- Cit) €:\[) i 1 i t \/ : ~:;() / 1 ()()" 
cl 1::? ri ::, i t \/ :: 1 (l • I 
d i =· t ,,.. i b l.l t i C:.l r, ~ ( (i t (j = 1 i:::i ) • I 
jProblem3 report j 
I ! , I I I 
t...·-···. --·-·· . -··--·-·····--··-··. -··-··--···· ·······-········· ········· ········· --··-··-·····-· ·---···· ····-····--···-···········-······ ······-············-···-····-·····. ··-........................ -. ... ........... ....................... ... ... . ·········· ......... ·-·--......... ... . ··----· -·-······ ···-·· ··-·····-··-· -·· .... . ...... ·-·· .................. -······ ... ······--···-.I 
0 
Figure 4.5 
When evaluating the expression -"Problem3.report"- a new report 
window will be opened which allows the user to see the result • 1n 
it (Figure 4.6) 
47 
d i st r· i b Lt t i o r1 e :-: amp 1 es--··----·····--·-·-··---·-----rF' r· ob ab i 1 i t ·y I E<e1,..no1_tl l i 
I E<i nomi al . !Example 1 1-E-~--: -a-,n...!.p_l _e_'.2--· --------------------
! E: >: p o r, e n t i a 1 1Gamma Binomial r- ep or t ·-·---·-·------·--·-·------·----·---------------,---'-! 
GeomE!l r- i c 
~lypergeom Mean= 6 
l\lclir·mal I 
I F' ci i s ~:, Cj n I 1,J c:\ ,,- i a r1 c e == 2 1 / :=::i 
I -····-·····-·······--···---·····-1 I E: >: E,Hn p J. e 1 I St. an cl a r· cl Devi at i on = 2 • (l '+ 9 3 9 <) 2 
! 11 Irnpc)r-t sl 
I ffl c:\ r· k E! t " I -r !1 e p r· 0 b c:\ b i 1 i t y t h a t. t h e :-: i s 1 () 1 s ::; a (l 8 1 7 () 8 1 e - :~ I .::":\ . 1;J t·, cl ·t 
I - - t 1 () i s 9 • B 2 B s 5 1 8 e - 1 . b. What The cumulative probability tram l> o 
, ~~i Cl l Lt t. i Ci r·1 : 
SrnE1.l 1 talk 
l i=:·,,- ob 1 err1~~; 
i-·· r·· c·· I·) ·1 e rr1 ·~!· ········--·--····--··-···---·-········----··---··-···-·---··-·---··········----·-·-·····--··-·············--·--·-----·---·------·--1·- J - . . ... ·-'
F' ,, .. ob 1 ,:-.,, rr1 ::~; d i ~::. t. 1~ i b Lt t: i rJ n : ( (> t cl ~ 1 (> ) • 
I F'r c)b l ern:s r- ei::, or t: 
I 
i 










In this example, the cumulative probability is the same as the 
result that is found in Appendix A (Figure 4.7). 
> 
· r C) b ab i 1 i t y d i st r· i b Lt t i C) r, 
BernoLtl l i 
E<inomial 
E >: p on e r1 t i a 1 
Gc:\mma 
E•>: amp 1 es.-----
E:-: ample 1 
....... --.. ··----·-----· 
----·----------·-----.. -- --·--·--- -·----···-------~----~--------·-----··-·-· 
I So 1 Lt t i on : 
Smalltal~~ at: #Problem3 put: Binomial new 
Problem3 := Binomial events: 2C> probability: 30/100. 
F' r ob l em::; d i st 1~ i b Lt t i on : () t rJ : 1 (i ) • ] c? • 8 :2 8 ~i 5 1 8 e -·· 1 J 
-·-·· .... ----:·-····--··· .. --·--· .. --.. - ... ..:·-"··-··~· 
--
. ----- - - - - - -
r 




r 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.90 
0.2373 0.1681 0.0778 .OJ 12 0.0102 0.0024 0.0003 0.0000 
0.6328 0.5282 0.3370 0.1875 0.0870 0.0308 0.0067 0.0005 
0.8965 0.8369 0.6826 0.5000 0.3174 0.1631 0.0579 0.0086 
0.9844 0.9692 0.9130 0.8 I 25 0.6630 0.4718 0.2627 0.081.S 
0.9990 0.9976 0.989 0.9688 0.9222 0.8319 0.6723 0.4095 
1.0000 1.0000 I. 1.0000 1.0000 I .0000 1.0000 1.0000 
-·----------· . ·--- - - -·---... - . . -- --- . 
·- - -·---
20 0.1216 0.0115 0.0032 0.0008 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.391 0.0692 0.0243 0.0076 OS 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
2 0.67 0.2061 0.0913 0.035.S .0036 0.0002 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
,, 3 0.8 0 0.4114 0.2252 0.1071 .0160 0.0013 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
4 0. ~8 0.6296 0.4148 0.2375 0.05 JO 0.0059 0.0003 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
s 887 0.8042 0.6172 0.4164 O. I 256 0.0207 0.00 I 6 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
6 .9976 0.9133 0.7858 0.6080 0.2500 0.0577 0.006S 0.000) 0.0000 0.0000 
1 0.9996 0.9679 0.8982 0.772 0.41 S9 0.1316 0.0210 0.0013 0.0000 0.0000 
8 0.9999 0.9900 0.959 I 0.88 0.5956 0.2517 0.0565 O.OOS I 0.0001 0.0000 
1.0000 0.9974 0.9861 0.7553 0.4119 0.1275 0.0171 0.0006 0.0000 
1.0000 0.9994. 0.9961 0.8725 0.588 I 0.2447 0.0480 0.0026 0.0000 
1.0000 0.9999 0.9991 . 0.9435 0.7483 0.4044 0.1133 0.0100 0.0001 
12 1.0000 1.0000 0.9998 0.9987 0.9790 0.8684 0.5841 0.2277 0.0321 0.0004 
13 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.9997 0.993.S 0.9423 0.7500 0.3920 0.0867 0.0024 
14 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.1)984 0.9793 0.8744 0.5836 0.1958 0.0113 
IS 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.9997 0.9941 0.9490 0.7625 0.3704 0.0432 
16 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.9987 0.9840 0.8929 0.5886 0.1330 
17 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 110000 0.9998 0.9964 0.9645 0.79)9 0.3231 
'1.8) 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 i\".0000 1.0000 0.999.S 0.9924 0.9308 0.6083 
19 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 j, .0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.9992 0.9885 0.8784 











The solution and result of example 1 is in Figure 4.8. 
IF't'"obabi.1 it y [{E'::f' nC)L.tl 1 i distribution examples~---- -----------
Bi l"iOfl'li a.l 
E ;< p Ci n E::O n t i i::1. l 
Garr,ma. 
1-ic:2c:)met r· i c 
1-·l·yp et'" CJ E~C)ffiE.~t I,.. i C: 
r\i Ci,, .. rn .i::1. 1 
F' c:i i s ~:i- o n 
···········-·-·--········-····· .. ·-· .. ·--··-------·· ............ ___________ , .............. _,, ______________ , ........ ---·······--·~-
E:-:ample 1 
E:-: arnp 1 e 2 
E:-: arnp 1 e :::; 
· ........ -.... -·---
E;-: ;:':Hnp 1 e 1 
l''The number- of liLensed women drivers in Japan in 1983, according to Business 
1 Week(Febrary 28, 1983), was about one-thrid of the country's total drivers. 
I Before the introductior1 of a new car, a market research company in Japan is 
I assigned to call female drivers and find out more about their specific 
interests. ~ind the probability of not reaching a female driver until the 
fc)Llr·t.h call n II 
I 
I 
I <.:;c:) l Lt ti on : 
I 
,--. ]lt ··1 
'.:J fTI .::I. . . - a J. < 
F'•1r· ['' b" ·1 r:::. ,.,,, :-=· 
.J .I, - II .. .J 
11::,,, .. c:ib l em5 
at: #Problem5 put: Geometric new 
:= Geometric probability: 1/3. 
d . t 'I r•, a····, I ..... 'I ..... , .. ._ ---












' ~ " ' 'i'' ' " 





The~problem and solution of example 2 is in Figure 4.9. 
The result is in Figure 4.10. 
·r-obab i 1 it y di str i bL.tt ion e >: amp 1 es····-·---·-·-·-----··-··-··--------......... -·------·----.. -----
E<i nomi al 
E :-: p one n t i a 1 
Gamma 
!Geometric I 
I t . I 1 l-lyi:> er .. g PO me r- 1 c 
', ~~'~::~n -.. -...... ------- ·--- ------ . . I 
~=-=-=~------ ---·------ I 1 Lin i form 11 
E :-: ample 1 
E 1 r; 




·---~- ______ 1 ____ ,-.... ·-- ______ .. ________ .. __ ---·--
·-- .. ·-··-·-
E:-: amp 1 e 2 
" A s. amp 1 e of 4 () ch o c o l ate ch i p cook i es were t> o Lt g ht t o see how many c hoc: o l ate 
chips would be found in each cookie. A total of 180 chocolate chips were 
f OLln d .. 
a. Deter-mine the probability tha·t a coo~~ie cont·ains four chocolate chips. 
b D t · ·t h e p ,, .. ob ab i l i t \.Y' t l-1 c.:i. t a c C) c.1 k 1 e c:: on t c.:i. i r, s f o Lt r· or f ewe,.... c l-1 o c o 1 at e • E? er·1T1l. ne 
ct,ips." 
SO 1 Ll t i O r1 ~ 
Smalltalk at: #Proble~9 put: Poisson new 
Prublem9 := Poisson mean: 180/4(). 
',-· b'' 0 d ., 4 · ' - -:am ·En,_.,. -r·''" I ,- I' 0 .L '= 1 ::: , ::::- .L - :; • • I F· r O t) l e rn Cji d i s t I'" i b L\ t i O r, : ( (l t C! ~ 4 ) n I t' r- .~'..: .. ~· ... ~~~'.:~~ ....... ~.~~-~-~~ .. :· ................................................................................ -·-·-·-................................... - ............................... - ............. _ ...- ..... - .. --. ..-_ .... _____ ................. ________ ...... -.--.. ··---·--.. ·--.. ·-·-------~----·~-... J 
Figure 4.9 
r-f~' , .. 1 i c:: c:: CJ r1 1·- Fe• r-, 0 r· ·t .... - ........................... _ ........ - ...... _ ................... - ........... - ............................. ..: .............................. - ........................................ -·-·--· .......... ,~-----.. --.. ·-·1 I -- . .-' -~ -· J - I 
I 1,,1 f2 a n ~-= c; I 2 
1
,~J-,~J· -r1c .. e - 8 1~ 1
1 './ (::(. . d ... . ",i • -~-
Standar-d Deviation - 2.1213203 
, ·r1-, e 
'The 
.
rr·nb=t1'.]·1··t,, ·t~1~t the'' t.J . .... . ~l J . . . ., I c. - . I \ . 'I 1 c:: t.; _, . 
cumulative pr-obability from 
I 
] c:.. 1 81 Cl f::) () -;r l.. ".~' r.::, -·· ·1· 
·- a 7,.J-1\..J-'-,..;;;.; •. 
·• I.. f.~ • ,... ...,. r·, ] .. ••r r.::· r3 1 
, ... l ·,_ o· · 1 c:: ""J · ··, •• . ( l . ··, ...J . 1..'·· E1 -.. · 
-' "" u ·-· ,1-, • .. - • • 





Figure 4.11 shows that the cumluative distribution function of 





e:-: amp 1 es-------------------. 
E:-: am 1 e 1 




SO l Ll t i C) n : 
Smalltalk at: #Problem9 put: Poisson new 





























Poisson Probability Sums 
2.0 2.S 3.0 3.S 
0.1353 0.0821 0.0498 0.0302 
0.4060 0.2873 0.1991 0.1359 
0.6767 O.S438 0.4232 0.3208 
0.8571 0.7576 0.6472 0.5366 
0.9473 0.8912 0.8153 0.12S4 
0.9834 0.9580 0.9161 0.8576 
0.9955 0.98S8 0.9665 0.9347 
0.9989 0.9958 0.9881 0.9733 
0.9998 0.9989 0.9962 0.9901 
1.0000 0.9997 'l.9989 0.9967 
0.9999 v.9997 0.9990 




0.0183 0.011 0.0067 
0.0916 0.061 1 0.0404 
0.2381 0.173 0.1247 
0.4335 0 0.2650 
0.6288 0.5321 0.4405 
0.7851 0.6160 
0.8893 0.8311 0.7622 
0.9489 0.913 4 0.8666 
0.9786 0.9S9 7 0.9319 
0.9919 0.982 9 0.9682 
0.9972 0.993 ~ 0.9863 
0.9991 0.997 6 0.9945 
0.9997 0.999 2 0.9980 
0.9999 0.999 7 0.9993 
1.0000 0.999 9 0.9998 
1.0000 0.9999 
1.0000 





I ' ; ' t;:~'j}f,;iS> .··.···•· 
\ "'~ ' ' ' 
, . .. . . . ·i'.fa,.11i ;!.'.'i}:> · .... 
• • •.l,. 
- - '--· . ···-.----- . ·-·---~·' -•·- - . ,· 
'., '._;' . . ' ·-,., . '' .... -\, >' -
I 
Uniform Distribution l. 
The problem and solution of example 1 is in Figure 4.12. 
~: ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ i t y d i st r j_ b Lt t. i c.1 n e :,: a rn p 1 e s--·----·-··,~·:;·~-rn ~;~··;-;-----=-··-=·-___ -:= _____ .-.:::.-._-.::-:::-----·--
IE>: por1ent i al 1---------~------
-----
I Gamrna 
I r~ t . c:ieorne ·.11• 1 c~ 
Hyper .. geornetr i c 
Normal 
F'cJ i ssori 
I Ori if orrn --.-·:- . -
_____
_____
____ ::.::.:.:::.=::.:.-::::-..:..::.:_:=:_ .. :: .... : __ .:;_.;. ________ . .:.::. ...... ..:. ... :::.::.::... ... : .. ~ ... _-. ·::.:::..: .. :.. .. J. _______________________________ ,_, __________ _ 
E~-:arnple 1 
11 Si_tp pose '-/ i s i tor· s c: ome to a ml.\ se1..trr1 t. !1 r C:lLtg t1 OL.t t: the c.1 a y ~ one e\
1 er ·y 5 t. o 1 (l 
dm i ri Lt t es • 11 W h at i s t t1 e m i ri Lt t e t h c.i t t t·, e r, e :-: t '-/ i s i t or c o rn es? 
SO 1 L\ t. i On : 
!smalltalk at: #Problem12 put: Uniform 
Problem12 := Uniform from: 5 to: 10. 
n ev-J 





L ........... _ ............. _. __ . ··-·-·····---.. ·········-···-···· ···-···--··-............... _ ....... _ ............................... -................................ -.......................... ___ .................................. _._ ................ _ .. ·-·--·-.. --.. ···-····---·· .. · ..-···----.. ·---.--·---.. ···
-··--··--··---·.J 
The result of 
Probleml2 next 
Figure 4.12 
is a number between 5 and 10, answering the question, "How long 




In example 2, the problem will be solved in two steps. First, 
find the probability that a given component is still functioning 
after 8 years by evaluating the following expressions: 
Smalltalk at: #Probleml2 put: Exponential new 
Probleml2 ~= Exponential parameter: 0.2. 
1 - (Probleml2 distribution: 0 to: 8) 
Then, use the binomial distribution to solve the problem. The 
result is shown in Figure 4.13. 
·-F' r· ob C:\b i 1 i t y di st,~ i b 1...t t i 011 e >: a mp 1 es ..... _ ... ; ..... ----·-----------·-·-----~------
·------
-----.... 
f{i 11orr,i al I E:-:ampl e 1 
1-E-.. ---t-.-]-----------------
;< p o r1 E:> n . 1 a . E >: a rn r1 l e 2 
Gamma Example 3 
L-:·, ,::., C.., fT E:::, ·t· ,,.. 1· .... 
.. , ..... ,1 •.. L 
~-l\i per· g E~ Cirne·t 1·- i c: 
t\~ CJ ,, .. rr, a l 
F'oi ssor, 
~! r: .. ~ ... ~ .. ~~:-~-~~'. .. _____ .. _____ .......... _....... -- .. ·-···-·--·---···---·-·-··-··--···----------...... 1'-- --·---.. ·-·------------------------
I E:;-: arr,r.l 1 e 2 
! 11 Suppose that a system contains a Lertain type of component whose time in 
·ye c\ r .. s t.: Cl + a i 1 Lll'" e i s g i \-' e ri b ·y' t ri E:.' r c'\ n d om var· i ab l e T , d i st r i b Lt t 
e d e :-: p on en t i a 1 1 y 
with a hazard rate (1/a) = 0.2. If five of these components are installed i
n 
different systems, what i~ the probability that at least two a
re still 
·fL.lric::tionin~} at. ·tl·ie er-,d of 8 yt~ars,.i"' 
Sc) l Lt·t :i. or1: 
Smalltalk at: #Problem12 put: Exponential new 
1Prob1em12 := E>:ponential parameter: 0.2. 
I l 'F" b ·1 1 ,.., ~ . t . t t . .. t 8. ,..., - 189' i::-,, 1 : ..... 1, .... ,, .. o .. 0? m ..::. c:i 1 s. -. r· 1 J Lt . 1 Cl r, : i:J -. CJ ~ . J ..::. • (J \. cJ ,.:i ..::. e -· · 
!Problem12 := Binomial events: 5 probability: 2.0189652e-1 • 
lr:·,,-cll'Jleml'.Z dist.:ribLtt.iori: (2 to: ~i) j2.66l1C>861e-.. ·1J 






The problem and solution is shown in Figure 4.14. 
r-F' r O b ab i l i t :./ d i ~.::. t r~ i b Ltt i o ri e :-: a rn p 1 es···-----···----·-··-··-···-··---···--·--··-·-·----·-----·-----·-··-·--·--·--·-·----··- -····-··----·-·-··1 
I B i n o rn i a l E >: a rr1 ~) l e 1 I 
l E~< pone n t i al __ _____ E >: am f.3 1 f: ~~'. -------,-- --~-------- I 
! Gammc\ ---------~- 1 I 
lbeometric I I 
!Hypergeometric I I 
! l'-Jor mc::1 l 
!Poisson I I 
I u-~~-~:'. r ~---···----··--·-··-··-··----··----·-··-·-··--···-·-···----~---··--···-·-···-·-····J..·-····-·-··--·-·--··-···-··--·--·-~--~----····-·-·····-·--·-·-·····-··----- ---- - - --1 
I E >: a mp l E· 1 .., d 1 .r. · d ! 
, , I f a r a ri d O rri v a r i a b l e :-: h a s t i--1 E-? g i:1 rr1 m a cl i s t r- i t) ~.l t i Cl n w i t l-1 k :::. c:\ ri r a ·- , 1 1 r, r· j 
P I' 1 8 .... --· '.·'. -:.·.· :::: ·7 f) '> i I I ', n · •• ••••• ,, .._.. .. ~t.N 
j 
S o l L.l ·t i or, : ! 
S 1 ·1t-1 1· at· #F't·otJlc::m1.lJ· r:)L1t: (jarnrna r·1€~\.-\i m c."\ • • ci t:. · . ... • t 
1Problem14 := bamma PVents: 2 parameter: 
l I 'I -1 ·J· c= t y- i ti ll + j / .. ) r-1 .. { I ''i t O • , . .., 4 ti ' ' n t F· r- ob 1 e rn : . 1..t '- • -· . .•. -.. • ·- " , . . .. w - - • .::. .. . :r .. 
1 n 
·- .. r.:- . (_) " ()_:-) ) 
-------·--·------- '] )1- r ·-r .. T c-· ... ) rf r-, . 1 · 
··!· ··, ··, ._J •• t ,. .. fl -·-a •••• ·- •• .,_ .. 
I 
I 
IL .... ... -·····-·---·-··-···----··········-·-·······----····-·---·······-·--·-J 






The problem and solution of example 1 is shown in Figure 4.15 • 
. f' r- ob ab i 1 i t. y di st r i b Lt ti on e ;.: 2, mp l es------ ====-=-=====================~ 
f Bi n CJ mi a 1 _E_)_·: _a_m_,_p_l_e_l __________________ _ 
!Exponential Example 2 
Garnma 
GE::rometr i c 
1-lyper-geomE·tr-i c 
Nc)r rna l 
F' cl i s. ::.; cl n 
Uri i for rr1 
·--·······--·--·---. -·----·-------------- ·-----L---------------------------
E>: ample 1 
''In a mail survey of 5,000 households conducted during January 1983, it was 
found that mean income of housedhold with computer was $26,800. Assume a 
standard deviation of $6,233 and a normal distribution of income. Find the 
pr-obability that an individual surveyed has an income of between $26,800 and 
· ·-r ... , •. \ .. .- 11 $ . .::, •.) , '·-· () l) " 
S C:.i l Ll t i O n : 
Smalltal~( at: #Problem16 put: Normal new 
Problem16 := Normal mean: 2680(l deviation: 6233. 
i=· r o b l e m 1 6 cl i s t r i b Lt t i <J ri : ( 2 t> 8 (> C> t o : ~:, (> (> (> (> b 'y' : 1 (H) ) j1.9615913e-1/ 
. ---·-----··---·--·----------------- _______________ .., ·--·-·-.. -··-·--·----·-·--····-·-···-·· .. ··--......... _______ .. , .......... _. ________ ,,_,._, ' ' ----- ·- ·-
Figure 4.15 
To solve this example by using Appendix C, first transform the 
original normal distribution to standard normal distribution 
(mean 0 and standard deviation 1). The z values 
corresponding to xl = 26800 and x2 = 30000 are 
56 
I , ·• ·._'!.,. :r, 
zl = 
z2 -
26800 - 26800 
_ __;;;;~~------ - 0' 6233 
30000 - 26800 
_ __;;_:;...:___6_2_3_3 ___ - O. 51 • 
Therefore, 
P(26800 < X < 30000) - P(O < Z < 0.51) 
- 0.6950 - 0.5 
- 0.1950. 
By using Methods, the result of 
) 
Probleml6 := Normal mean: 0 deviation: 1. 
Probleml6 := distribution: (Oto: 0.51 by 0.01) 
is l.9497278e-l which is exactly the same value from Appendix C. 
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5 CONCLUSIONS 
When using the Smalltalk system, I believe that most users, 
including 
interface 
myself, .pfarcei ve it 
(J'\_j 




and a mouse. But 
user 
the 
Smalltalk group at Xerox PARC actually pioneered and blended 
together several technologies, including intergrated environments 
and objected-oriented programming. 
The Smalltalk programming environment is reactive. This means 
when the user tells it what to do, it reacts. To allow the user 
to switch between tasks, the state of the tasks is preserved • 1n 
instantly accessible windows that overlap on desk tops. For 
instance, . 1n the text pane of the class 
ProbabilityDistributionExample, the user pop the menu window up 
so that he/she can execute or modify statements in which the user 
sees on the screen. 
The Smalltalk programming environment is forgiving. That • 1s, 
when an execution error is detected, the label of the window 
describing the error will come out. So, the user can find out 
and correct the error instantly. Of course, the user can go back 
to any window to do anything, such as modifying the class methods 
or recompiling the class. To give the user the maximum freedom of 
choice at every moment, modes rarely occur in the user interface. 
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' ' ;~'··' 
.. ,,.,.,' . 
'. '' ;,•. 
' 
Smalltalk gives the user a mode-less environment which has 
greater speed and less frustration than usually encountered 
other computer systems. 
• 1n 
The Smalltalk language is simple and flexible. 
syntax and semantics, and only a few concepts. 
It has simple 
In Smalltalk, a 
block, which is a part of a method enclosed in square brackets, 
with or without arguments, is an object describing executable 
code. This makes it possible to pass a piece of code to the 
implementor of a control structure, which can then execute the 
code whenever and however it is appropriate. In this thesis, 
different statisical problems can be solved easily by instantly 
changing arguments. 
When new classes have been built and tested, the clear, complete 
documentation of new classes is needed to avoid frustration 
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Binomial Probability Sums I b(x; 11, p) 
xz:O 
p 
0.2S 0.30 0.40 0.SO 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.90 
0.2373 0.1681 0.0778 0.0312 0.0102 0.0024 0.0003 0.0000 0.6328 0.5282 0.3370 0. I 875 0.0870 0.0308 0.0067 o.ooos 0.896S 0.8369 0.6826 0.5000 0.3174 0.1631 O.OS19 0.0086 0.9844 0.9692 0.9130 0.8125 0.6630 0.47 l 8 0.2627 0.08 IS 0.9990 0.9976 0.9898 0.9688 0.9222 0.8319 0.6723 0.409S 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
0.0563 0.0282 0.0060 0.00 I 0 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.2440. 0.1493 0.0464 0.0 I 07 0.0017 0.000 I 0.0000 0.0000 0.S2S6 0.3828 0.1673 O.OS47 0.0123 0.0016 0.0001 0.0000 0. 77 59 0.6496 0.3823 0.1719 0.0548 0.0106 0.0009 0.0000 0.9219 0.8497 0.6331 0.3770 0.1662 0.0474 0.0064 0.0002 0.9803 0.9527 0.8338 0.6230 0.3669 0.1503 0.0328 0.0016 0.996S 0.9894 0.9452 0.8281 0.6177 0.3S04 0.1209 0.0128 0.9996 0.9984 0.9877 0.94.53 0.8327 0.6172 0.3222 0.0702 1.0000 0.9999 0.9983 0.9893 0.9.536 0.8.507 0.6242 0.2639 I .0000 1.0000 0.9999 0.9990 0.9940 0.9718 0.8926 0.6.S 13 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 l.0000 
0.0134 0.0047 0.0005 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 O.OOOQ 0.0802 0.0353 0.00.52 0.000.5 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.2361 0.1268 0.0271 0.0037 0.0003 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.4613 0.2969 0.090.5 0.0176 0.0019 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 0.6865 O.S I .55 0.2173 0.0592 0.0094 0.0007 0.0000 0.0000 0.8516 0. 7216 0.4032 0.1.509 0.0338 0.0037 0.0001 0.0000 0.9434 0.8689 0.6098 0.3036 0.095 I 0.01.52 0.0008 0.0000 0.9827 0.9.500 0.7869 o.sooo 0.2131 0.0500 0.0042 0.0000 0.9958 0.9848 0.90.50 0.6964 0.3902 0. I 311 0.0181 0.0003 0.9992 0.9963 0.9662 0.8491 0 . .5968 0.2784 0.0611 0.0023 0.9999 0.9993 0.9907 0.9408 0.7827 0.4C4S 0. 1642 0.0127 1.0000 0.9999 0.9981 0.9824 0.9095 0. 7031 0.3S 18 0.0556 1.0000 1.0000 0.9997 0.9963 0.9729 0.8732 0.6020 0.1841 
1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.9995 0.9948 0.9647 0.8329 0.4.510 
1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.999S 0.9953 0.9648 0.7941 
1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
0.0032 0.0008 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0243 0.0076 0.0005 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0913 0.0355 0.0036 0.0002 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.22.52 0.1071 0.0160 0.0013 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.4148 0.2375 0.0510 O.OOS9 0.0003 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.6172 0.4164 0.12.56 0.0207 0.0016 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.7858 0.6080 0.2500 O.OS77 0.0065 0.0003 0.0000 0.0000 0.8982 0.7723 0.41.59 0.1316 0.0210 0.0013 0.0000 0.0000 0.9591 0.8867 O.S9.56 0.2517 0.056.5 0.00.51 0.0001 0.0000 
0.9861 0.9520 0. 7553 0.41 19 0.1275 0.0171 0.0006 0.0000 
0.9961 0.9829 0.8725 0 . .5881 0.2447 0.0480 0.0026 0.0000 0.9991 0.9949 0.943.5 0. 7483 0.4044 0.1133 0.0 I 00 0.0001 
0.9998 0.9987 0.9790 0.8684 0.584 I 0.2277 0.0321 0.0004 
1.0000 0.9997 0.9935 0.9423 0. 7500 0.3920 0.0867 0.0024 
1.0000 1.0000 0.9984 0.9793 0.8744 0.5836 0.1958 0.0113 
1.0000 1.0000 0.9997 0.9941 0.9490 0.7625 0.3704 0.0432 
1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.9987 0.9840 0.8929 0.5886 0.1330 
1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.9998 0.9964 0.9645 0. 7939 0.3231 
1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.9995 0.9924 0.9308 0.6083 
1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.9992 0.988S 0.8784 




























































Poisson Probability Sums L p(,x; µ) 
x•O 
µ 
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 
0.9048 0.8187 0.7408 0.6730 0.6065 0.5488 0.4966 0.4493 0.4066 0.9953 0.9825 0.9631 0.9384 0.9098 0.8781 0.8442 0.8088 0.7725 0.9998 0.9989 0.9964 0.9921 0.9856 0.9769 0.9659 0.9526 0.937 l 1.0000 0.9999 0.9997 0.9992 0.9982 0.9966 0.9942 0.9909 0.9865 1.0000 1.0000 0.9999 0.9998 0.9996 0.9992 0.9986 0.9977 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.9999 0.9998 0.9997 • 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
µ 
J.O J.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 · 5.0 
0.3679 0.2231 0.1353 0.0821 0.0498 0.0302 0.0183 0.011 I 0.0067 0.7358 0.5578 0.4060 0.2873 0.1991 0.1359 0.0916 0.0611 0.0404 0.9197 0.8088 0.6767 0.5438 0.4232 0.3208 0.2381 0.1736 0.1247 0.9810 0.9344 0.8571 0.7576 0.6472 0.5366 0.4335 0.3423 0.2650 0.9963 0.9814 0.9473 0.8912 0.8153 0.7254 0.6288 0.53., I 0.4405 0.9994 0.9955 0.9834 0.9580 0.9161 0.8576 0.7851 0.7029 0.6160 0.9999 0.9991 0.9955 0.9858 0.9665 0.9347 0.8893 0.8311 0.7622 1.0000 0.9998 0.9989 0.9958 0.9881 0.9733 0.9489 0.9134 0.8666 1.0000 0.9998 0.9989 0.9962 0.9901 0.9786 0.9597 0.9319 1.0000 0.9997 0.9989 0.9967 0.9919 0.9829 0.9682 0.9999 0.9997 0.9990 0.9972 0.993~ 0.9863 1.0000 0.9999 0.9997 0.9991 0.9976 0.9945 1.0000 0.9999 0.9997 0.9992 0.9980 
l.0000 0.9999 0.9997 0.9993 




5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5 8.0 8.5 9.0 9.5 
0.0041 0.0025 0.0015 0.0009 0.0006 0.0003 0.0002 0.0001 0.0001 0.0266 0.0174 0.0113 0.0073 0.0047 0.0030 0.0019 0.0012 0.0008 0.0884 0.0620 0.0430 0.0296 0.0203 0.0138 0.0093 0.0062 0.0042 0.2017 0.1512 0.1118 0.0818 0.0591 0.0424 0.0301 0.0212 0.0149 0.3575 0.2851 0.2237 0.1730 0.1321 0.0996 0.0744 0.0550 0.0403 0.5289 0.4457 0.3690 0.3007 0.2414 0.1912 0.1496 0.1157 0.0885 0.6860 0.6063 0.5265 0.4497 0.3782 0.3134 0.2562 0.2068 0.1649 0.8095 0.7440 0.6728 0.5987 0.5246 0.4530 0.3856 0.3239 0.2687 0.8944 0.8472 0.7916 0.7291 0.6620 0.5925 0.5231 0.4557 0.3918 0.9462 0.9161 0.8774 0.8305 0.7764 0.7166 0.6530 0.5874 0.5218 0.9747 0.9574 0.9332 0.9015 0.8622 0.8159 0.7634 0.7060 0.6453 0.9890 0.9799 0.9661 0.9466 0.9208 0.8881 0.8487 0.8030 0.7520 0.9955 0.9912 0.9840 0.9730 0.9573 0.9362 0.9091 0.8758 0.8364 0.9983 0.9964 0.9929 0.9872 0.9784 0.9658 0.9486 0.9261 0.8981 0.9994 0.9986 0.9970 0.9943 0.9897 0.9827 0.9726 0.9585 0.9400 0.9998 0.9995 0.9988 0.9976 0.9954 0.9918 0.9862 0.9780 0.9665 0.9999 0.9998 0.9996 0.9990 0.9980 0.9963 0.9934 0.9889 0.9823 1.0000 0.9999 0.9998 0.9996 0.9992 0.9984 0.9970 0.9947 0.9911 1.0000 0.9999 0.9999 0.9997 0.9994 0.9987 0.9976 0.9957 1.0000 1.0000 0.9999 0.9997 0.9995 0.9989 0.9980 1.0000 0.9999 0.9998 0.9996 0.9991 
1.0000 0.9999 0.9998 0.9996 














r 10.0 11.0 12.0 13.0 14.0 15.0 16.0 17.0 18.0 
. 
0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
1 0.0005 0.0002 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 
2 0.0028 0.0012 0.0005 0.0002 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 
3 0.0103 0.0049 0.0023 0.0010 0.0005 0.0002 0.0001 0.0000" 0.0000 
4 0.0293 0.0151 0.0076 0.0037 0.0018 0.0009 0.0004 0.0002 0.C)OOI 
5 0.0671 0.0375 0.0203 0.0107 0.0055 0.0028 0.0014 0.0007 0.0003 
6 0.1301 0.0786 0.0458 0.0259 0.0142 0.0076 0.0040 0.0021 0.0010 
7 0.2202 0.1432 0.0895 0.0540 0.0316 0.0180 0.0100 0.0054 0.0029 
8 0.3328 0.2320 0.1550 0.0998 0.0621 0.0374 0.0220 0.0126 0.0071 
9 0.4579 0.3405 0.2424 0.1658 0.1094 0.0699 0.0433 0.0261 0.0154 
IO 0.5830 0.4599 0.3472 0.2517 0.1757 0.1185 0.0774 0.0491 0.0304 • 
11 0.6968 0.5793 0.4616 0.3532 0.2600 0.1848 0.1270 0.0847 0.0549 
. 12 0.7916 0.6887 0.5760 0.4631 0.3585 0.2676 0.1931 0.1350 0.0917 • 13 0.8645 0.7813 0.6815 0.5730 0.4644 0.3632 0.2745 0.2009 0.1426 
14 0.9165 0.8540 0.7720 0.6751 0.5704 0.4657 0.3675 0.2808 0.2081 
15 0.9513 0.9074 0.8444 0.7636 0.6694 0.5681 0.4667 0.3715 0.2867 
16 0.9730 0.9441 0.8987 0.8355 0.7559 0.6641 0.5660 0.4677 0.3750 
17 0.9857 0.9678 0.9370 0.8905 0.8272 0.7489 0.6593 0.5640 0.4686 
18 0.9928 0.9823 0.9626 0.9302 0.8826 0.8195 0.7423 0.6550 0.5622 
19 0.9965 0.9907 0.9787 0.9573 0.9235 0.8752 0.8122 0.7363 0.6509 
20 0.9984 0.9953 0.9884 0.9750 0.9521 0.9170 0.8682 0.8055 0.7307 
21 0.9993 0.9977 0.9939 0.9859 0.9712 0.9469 0.9108 0.8615 0.7991 
22 0.9997 0.9990 0.9970 0.9924 0.9833 0.9673 0.9418 0.9047 0.8551 
23 0.9999 0.9995 0.9985 0.9960 0.9907 0.9805 0.9633 0.9367 0.8989 
24 1.0000 0.9998 0.9993 0.9980 0.9950 0.9888 0.9777 0.9594 0.9317 
25 0.9999 0.9997 0.9990 0.9974 0.9938 0.9869 0.9748 0.9554 
26 1.0000 0.9999 0.9995 0.9987 0.9967 0.9925 0.9848 0.9718 
27 0.9999 0.9998 0.9994 0.9983 0.9959 0.9912 0.9827 
28 1.0000 0.9999 0.9997 0.9991 0.9978 0.9950 0.9897 
29 1.0000 0.9999 0.9996 0.9989 0.9973 0.9941 
0.9999 0.9998 0.9994 0.9986 0.9967 30 
1.0000 0.9999 0.9997 0.9993 0.9982 31 
1.0000 0.9999 0.9996 0.9990 32 
0.9999 0.9998 0.9995 33 
1.0000 0.9999 0.9998 34 • 
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-Areas Under the Normal Curve 
z 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.0S 
-3.4 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 
-3.3 0.0005 o.ooos 0.0005 0.0004 0.0004 0.0004 
-3.2 0.0007 0.0007 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006 
-3.1 0.0010 0.0009 0.0009 0.0009 0.0008 0.0008 
-3.0 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0012 0.0012 0.001 1 
-2.9 0.0019 0.0018 0.0017 0.0017 0.0016 0.0016 
-2.8 0.0026 0.0025 0.0024 0.0023 0.0023 0.0022 
-2.7 0.0035 0.0034 0.0033 0.0032 0.0031 0.0030 
-2.6 0.0047 0.0045 0.0044 0.0043 0.0041 0.0040 
-2..5 0.0062 0.0060 0.0059 0.0057 0.0055 0.0054 
-2.4 0.0082 0.0080 0.0078 0.0075 0.0073 0.0071 
-2.3 0.0107 0.0104 0.0102 0.0099 0.0096 0.0094 
-2.2 0.0 I 39 0.0136 0.0132 0.0129 0.0125 0.0122 
-2.1 0.0179 0.0174 0.0170 0.0166 0.0162 0.0158 
-2.0 0.0228 0.0222 0.0217 0.0212 0.0207 0.0202 
-1.9 0.0287 0.0281 0.0274 0.0268 0.0262 0.0256 
-1.8 0.0359 0.0352 0.0344 0.0336 0.0329 0.0322 
-1.7 0.0446 0.0436 0.0427 0.0418 0.0409 0.040 I 
-1.6 0.0548 0.0537 0.0526 0.0516 0.0505 0.0495 
-1.S 0.0668 0.0655 0.0643 0.0630 0.0618 0.0606 
-1.4 0.0808 0.0793 0.0778 0.0764 0.0749 0.0735 
-1.3 0.0968 0.0951 0.0934 0.0918 0.0901 0.0885 
-1.2 .0.1151 0.1131 0. I 112 0. 1093 0.1075 0.1056 
. 
- I.I 0.1357 0.1335 0.1314 0.1292 0.1271 0.1251 
-1.0 0.1587 0.1562 0.1539 0. I 515 0.1492 0.1469 
-0.9 0.1841 0.1814 0.1788 0.1762 0.1736 0.1711 
-0.8 0.21 I 9 0.2090 0.2061 0.2033 0.2005 0.1977 
-0.7 0.2420 0.2389 0.2358 0.2327 0.2296 0.2266 
-0.6 0.2743 0.2709 0.2676 0.2643 0.2611 0.2578 
-0.5 0.3085 0.3050 0.3015 0.2981 0.2946 0.2912 
-0.4 0.3446 0.3409 0.3372 0.3336 0.3300 0.3264 
-0.3 · 0.3821 0.3783 0.3745 0.3707 0.3669 0.3632 
-0.2 0.4207 0.4168 . 0.4129 0.4090 0.4052 0.4013 
-0.1 0.4602 0.4562 0.4522 0.4483 0.4443 0.4404 
-0.0 0.5000 0.4960 0.4920 0.4880 0.4840 0.4801 
0.0 0.5000 . 0.5040 0.5080 0.5120 0.5160 0.5 I 99 
0.1 0.5398 0.5438 0.5478 0.5517 0.5557 0.5596 
0.2 0.5793 0.5832 0.5871 0.5910 0.5948 0.5987 
0.3 0.6179 0.6217 0.6255 0.6293 0.6331 0.6368 
0.4 0.6554 0.6591 0.6628 0.6664 0.6700 0.6736 
o.s 0.6915 0.6950 0.6985 0.7019 0.7054 0.7088 
0.6 0.72S7 0.7291 0. 7324 0.7357 0.7389 0.7422 
0.7 0.7580 0. 7611 0.7642 0.7673 0.7704 0.7734 
0.8 0.7881 0.7910 0.7939 0.7967 0.7995 0.8023 
0.9 0.8159 0.8186 0.8212 0.8238 0.8264 0.8289 
J.O o.w3 0.8438 0.8461 0.8485 0.8.508 0.8531 
J.1 0. 43 0.8665 0.8686 0.8708 0.8729 0.8749 
1.2 0.8849 0.8869 0.8888 0.8907 0.8925 0.8944 
1.3 0.9032 0.9049 0.9066 0.9082 0.9099 0.911 S 
1.4 0.9192 0.9207 0.9222 0.9236 0.92.51 0.926S 
I.S 0.9332 0.9345 0.9357 0.9370 0.9382 0.9394 
1.6 0.94.52 0.9463 0.9474 0.9484 0.9495 0.9SOS 
1.7 0.9554 0.9564 0.9573 0.9582 0.9591 0.9599 
1.8 0.9641 0.9649 0.9656 0.9664 0.9671 0.9678 
1.9 0.9713 0.9719 0.9726 0.9732 0.9738 0.9744 
2.0 0.9772 0.9778 0.9783 0.9788 0.9793 0.9798 
2.1 0.9821 0.9826 0.9830 0.9834 0.9838 0.9842 
2.2 0.9861 0.9864 0.9868 0.9871 0.9875 0.9878 
2.3 0.9893 0.9896 0.9898 0.9901 0.9904 0.9906 
2.4 0.9918 0.9920 0.9922 0.9925 0.9927 0.9929 
2.S 0.9938 0.9940 0.9941 0.9943 0.994S 0.9946 
2.6 0.99S3 0.995S 0.9956 0.9957 0.9959 0.9960 
2.7 0.996S 0.9966 0.9967 0.9968 0.9969 0.9970 
2.8 0.9974 0.9975 0.9976 0.9977 0.9977 Q.9978 
2.9 0.9981 0.9982 0.9982 0.9983 0.9984 0.9984 
3.0 0.9987 0.9987 0.9987 0.9988 0.9988 0.9989 
3.1 0.9990 0.9991 0.9991 0.9991 0.9992 0.9992 
3.2 0.9993 0.9993 0.9994 0.9994 0.9994 0.9994 
3.3 0.9995 0.9995 0.999S 0.9996 0.9996 0.9996 




0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 
0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0002 
0.0004 0.0004 0.0004 0.0003 
0.0006 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 
0.0008 0.0008 0.0007 0.0007 
0.0011 0.0011 0.0010 0.0010 
0.00IS 0.0015 0.0014 0.0014 
0.0021 0.0021 0.0020 0.0019 
0.0029 0.0028 0.0027 0.0026 
0.0039 0.0038 0.0037 0.0036 
0.0052 0.0051 0.0049 0.0048 
0.0069 0.0068 0.0066 0.0064 
0.0091 0.0089 0.0087 0.0084 
0.0119 0.0116 0.0113 0.0110 
0.01 S4 0.0 I 50 0.0146 0.0143 
0.0197 0.0192 · 0.0188 0.0183 
0.0250 0.0244 0.0239 0.0233 
0.0314 0.0307 0.0301 0.0294 
0.0392 0.0384 0.0375 0.0367 
0.0485 0.0475 · 0.0465 0.0455 
0.0594 0.0582 0.0571 0.0559 
0.0722 0.0708 0.0694 0.0681 
0.0869 0.0853 0.0838 0.0823 
0.1038 0.1020 0.1003 0.0985 
0.1230 0.1210 0.1190 0.1170 
0.1446 · 0.1423 0.1401 0.1379 
0.1685 0. I 660 0.1635 0.1611 
0.1949 0.1922 0.1894 0.1867 
0.2236 0.2206 0.2177 0.2148 
0.2546 0.25 I 4 0.2483 0.2451 
0.2877 0.2843 0.2810 0.2776 
0.3228 0.3192 0.3156 0.3121 
0.3594 0.3557 0.3520 0.3483 
0.3974 0.3936 0.3897 0.3859 
0.4364 0.4325 0.4286 0.4247 
0.4761 0.4721 0.4681 0.4641 
0.5239 0.5279 0.5319 O.S359 
0.5636 0.5675 0.5714 0.5753 
0.6026 0.6064 0.6103 0.6141 
0.6406 0.6443 0.6480 0.6517 
0.6772 0.6808 0.6844 0.6879 
0. 7123 0. 7157 0.7190 0.7224 
0.7454 0.7486 0.7517 0.7549 
0.7764 0.7794 0.7823 0.7852 
0.8051 0.8078 0.8106 0.8133 
0.8315 0.8340 0.8365 0.8389 
0.8554 0.8577 0.8599 0.8621 
0.8770 0.8790 0.8810 0.8830 
0.8962 0.8980 0.8997 0.9015 
0.9131 0.9147 0.9162 0.9177 
0.9278 0.9292 0.9306 0.9319 
0.9406 0.9418 0.9429 0.9441 
0.95 I 5 0.9.525 0.9535 0.9545 
0.9608 0.9616 0.9625 0.9633 
0.9686 0.9693 0.9699 0.9706 
0.9750 0.9756 0.9761 0.9767 
0.9803 0.9808 0.9812 0.9817 
0.9846 0.9850 0.9854 0.9857 
0.9881 0.9884 0.9887 0.9890 
0.9909 0.9911 0.9913 0.9916 
0.9931 0.9932 0.9934 0.9936 
0.9948 0.9949 0.9951 0.9952 
0.9961 0.9962 0.9963 0.9964 
0.9971 0.9972 0.9973 0.9974 
0.9979 0.9979 0.9980 0.9981 
0.998S 0.9985 0.9986 0.9986 
0.9989 0.9989 0.9990 0.9990 
0.9992 0.9992 0.9993 0.9993 
0.9994 0.9995 0.9995 0.9995 
0.9996 0.9996 0.9996 0.9997 
0.9997 0.9997 0.9997 0.9998 
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